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MOSTLY, this book was written for Oregon boys and girls. It will 
assist teachers in the public schools and will serve the leaders 

and members of 4-H Forestry Clubs and other youth groups. 
All of us-grownups and youth-need to acquaint ourselves with 

Oregon's trees in a personal way. Our state has more trees and de
pends more upon forests for livelihood than does any other state. As 
goes the forest, so goes Oregon . To have the public keeping pace with 
forestry progress and supporting it intelligently is a challenging con
cept, and one to which this book is dedicated. 

W. A. Eliot, author of Forest Trees of the Pacific Coast, and 
George Putnam's Sons Publishing Company, New York City, gave 
permission for the use of many of the photographs of trees that appear 
in these pages. The author is also indebted to Mr. Eliot for many valu
able suggestions for tree descriptions. He was deeply interested in the 
western outdoors and in helping others to know it until the end of his 
life in 1961 at the age of 90. 

Staff members of the School of Forestry, the Herbarium, the 
Department of Landscape Architecture, and the Oregon Forest Re
search Laboratory, of Oregon State University, have contributed tree 
knowledge to this booklet. So have foresters of the State Forestry . 
Department, the United States Forest Service, and the Industrial For
estry Association. Space is far too short to name the many persons 
who have reviewed portions of this booklet or written letters to offer 
suggestions. Their help is deeply appreciated . And if this booklet 
meets the need, all of these organizations and persons who showed 
their interest will deserve the major credit . 

Warren R. Randall, OSU School of Forestry, was the chief 
consultant in this major 1965 revision. There is hardly a page de
scribing our native trees that does not reflect information obtained 
from his writings or suggestions. He -is the author of The M anua/, of 
Oregon Trees and Shrubs, a book our readers can go to for more in
formation. Quentin Zielinski, Horticulture Department , Oregon State 
University, wrote the section on fruit and nut trees. 

Most of the art work is by Hugh Hayes, Oregon State Forestry 
Department, Salem. Drawings of introduced trees, tree terms, and 
tree fruits and nuts are by Cathrine Davis Young of Corvallis . 

Elizabeth Rainey of Corvallis gave invaluable assistance in the 
preparation and organization of the manuscript for this revised 
edition. · 

An intelligent observation of nature stays by one, and there is always a de
sire to pass the knowledge on to someone else. 
-Alice G. McCioskey, Department of Rural Education, Cornell Univers.ity. 
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IF You WOULD know Oregon, you would know its trees. 
Forests are Oregon's glory and the strength of its econ

omy. Probably no other state depends upon forests to a 
greater extent. Our abundant woods hold many values 
that are all the more enhanced by time and change in a 
crowded world. 

How can one visualize Oregon's 26,000,000 acres of 
commercial forest? They would stretch as a green belt 16 
miles wide across the United States from the Pacific Ocean 
to the Atlantic; they contain enough sawtimber to rebuild 
every dwelling in the nation. Oregon leads all SO states in 
the production of timber and should continue to lead in
definitely. Forest industries provide over half of Oregon's 
industrial jobs. Each year they turn out lumber, plywood, 
fiber, and other woods-scented products worth about 1¼ 
billion dollars. Agriculture, transportation, recreation, and 
other enterprises are important to Oregon, but the largest 
of these is only one-third of the value of King Timber. 

Vital as forest products and jobs are , we value our 
forest lands even more highly for their other benefits. Scar
city of water is already hurting most western states. Ore
gon, on the whole, has ample water. Most of it is collected 
on forest land where the forest adds much to its even flow 
and quality. Is water anywhere more attractive than in a 
sparkling forest stream? 

For better or for worse, most Americans are becoming 
city dwellers, subject to crowding and strain in wholly 
man-made environments. As a means of escape, they are 
becoming enthusiastically outdoor-minded. Undoubtedly, 
millions of Oregonians and visitors will think first of our 
superb forests in terms of recreation. The charm of moun
tains and water in this state is inseparable from their forest 
sett ings . 

Oregon forest managers work closely with wildlife 
organizations to improve the wildlife resource-a rich and 
appealing one from every viewpoint. Modern timber har
vests tend to improve the food supply of animals. The state 
is presently licensing three quarters of a million fishermen 
and hunters ; in some years our deer harvest is the highest 
of any state. More often than not the hunter is successful; 
in 1964, 271,339 licensed deer hunters bagged 143,023 deer. 



JOH N MuIR once wrote, "Happy is the man to whom 
every tree is a friend." Once you know a tree, it is 

your friend for life. Let us look at some of the good rea
sons for knowing trees. 

► To increase your enjoyment of the outdoors. 
The woods and fields call to us at all ages . To a boy, the 
woods mean adventure and exploration. He finds in imag
ination the stirring company of Daniel Boone and Robin 
H d T th d ff k. d . THE CHARM OF OREGON 

00 . 0 a grownup, e woo S O er the Ill of environ- DELIGHTFUL OPEN SPACE 

ment he particularly needs for recreation, with privacy and 
relaxation from the nervous strain of everyday modern 
life. The pressures on an able person never let up. Tre e 
knowledge enhances any recreation in the outdoors, be it 
fishing, hunting, skiing, camping, or other activities. 

► To explore a fascinating world. To live within 
easy reach of attractive wildland is everyone's dream, al
though a fading dream it is for most Americans. But in 
Oregon we still have about 15 acres of woods, plus other 
wildland areas, to each person. Being easily reached, these 
lands open the door to recreational activities of the highest DR1v1NG FoR PLEASURE 

value and appeal to both young and old. One can include 
among his hobbies the observing, exploring, or recording 
of nature's wonders-so many million years in the mak
ing. We find a growing interest in pursuits like the fol
lowing: photographing wildlife, flowers, trees, and scenes 
of natural beauty ; collecting various specimens and ob
jects such as rocks, insects, and leaves and fruits of plants ; 
watching birds and other wildlife, using field glasses to 
gain knowledge of their habits; participating in conserva
tion and outdoor education classes, nature hikes, and field 
tours ; and hiking as primitive campers into the back ExPLoRERs oF OREGON 

WILDLAND: THE OLD AND 
country to relive some of the experiences our forebears THE NEw 

had in meeting the challenges of nature. 
► To become an informed conservationist. It is important for everyone 

to be informed on conservation. Our attitudes toward natural resources will 
certainly influence the quality of American life . Everyone uses our wildlands; 
everyone should help protect them and enhance their usefulness. 

► To improve your forest manners. Anyone who knows and appreciates 
trees is sure to have good forest manners. That means playing safe with camp
fires and matches. It means leaving a note of thanks when you leave the woods. 
How? By cleaning up your campsite and never defacing property or hurting 
your friends, the trees. Be clean on the trail. 
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Tree Study 
► Knowing trees on sight. Many trees can be distinguished by 

one feature alone. For example, the Douglas-fir has tiny, 3-pointed 
bracts on its cones. No other tree in Oregon has these "pitchforks." 
The easy way to identify a tree is to concentrate on the one feature 
that is different from other trees. 

It is interesting to recognize trees by their shape, but that can 
be done only after long practice. No two trees are ever completely 
alike, even if they are both of the same species. When trees grow 
close together under forest conditions, they are tall and slender and 
they lose their lower branches . But trees grown in the open are likely 
to have broad crowns and limbs closer to the ground. Differences of 
soil, moisture, and exposure also affect a tree's appearance. 

► Leaves on the same tree differ in size and color. Broad
leaf trees like the maple often have larger leaves on the saplings or 
sprouts than on older trees. The sapling, down near the forest floor 
where there is not much sunlight, puts out a big leaf to catch all the 
sun it can . 

► The distinctive feature is your clue. Certain characteristics 
are always the same in a tree species , and these we must know before 
we can correctly identify our trees. 

Several tree families have members very much alike. It is diffi
cult, and sometimes hardly worth-while, to try to distinguish one 
member from another . The willows are that way, and so are some of 
the true firs. 

Tree distribution. Maps in this book show where each tree 
grows . Do not expect all of these range maps to be exact; there is 
much yet to be learned. Some of the range maps have two kinds of 
shading. Their meanings are explained below. 

I ◄ Where the tree grows 
commonly. 

◄ Where the tree may 
possibly be found, 
but not abundantly. 

► Size of leaves and fruits. Most of the photographs of tree 
foliage and fruits in the booklet have small squares in the back
ground. Each square represents one inch. 

► What's in a name? Every tree has two names-its common 
name and its scientific name. The scientific name is usually the same 
anywhere or any time. But a tree can have a half dozen common 
names. Douglas-fir, for example, has been called red fir, Oregon pine, 
yellow fir, and several other names. Its scientific name is Pseudotsuga 
menziesii. 



► Needleleaf and broadleaf trees. The two big divisions of 
trees are the needleleafs and the broadleafs. Needleleaf trees are 
better known as coniferous trees, or conifers . The name coniferous , 
from the word "cone," means the seeds are born e in cones. Conifers 
are also called softwoods. All of our western conifers, except the 
larch, are evergreens. 

Broadleaf trees are frequently called hardwoods. Most hard
woods lose their leaves in the fall of the year. 

How a Tree Grows 
The buds, root tips, and cambium layer are the growing parts of a 
tree. A tree breathes mainly through its leaves. Water containing a 
small quantity of minerals is absorbed by the roots. 

ii 
,I 
,I 
,I ., .. 

CROSS SECTION 

A. CAMBIUM D. SAPWOOD 

B. INNER BARK E. HEARTWOOD 
C. OUTER BAR~ F. PITH 

( HUATWOOD(INACTIYE) 
l GIYlill STRENGTH 

{
SAPWOOD CARRIES SAP 
FRON ROOTS TO LIAYES 

rcANBIUM BUILDS WOOD 
lANO BARK. 

{

IINER BARK CARRIES 
FOOD FROM LEAVES TO 
IIRANCH!S. TRUNK ANO 
ROOTS. 

{~~~c~~:f coAT LONGITUDINAL SECTION 
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Tree Terms 

PARTS 
OF A 
LEAF 

APEX --

l 
PRIMARY VEIN 

or Midrib 

SECONDARY 

BUD 
TWIG 

-STIPULE 
rLeofy oppendoges 
sometimes present) 

BRANCHING 

ALTERNATE 

OPPOSITEX 

WHORLED 
/ Fir sop/ing) 

NEEDLE-LIKE or CONIFEROUS 
LEAVES 

BROADLEAF or HARDWOOD 
LEAVES 

~ 
In BUNDLES SCALELIKE SINGLE SIMPLE COMPOUND COMPOUND 

(Pines) (Juniper) (Douglos fir) (most broodleofs) PINNATE PALMATE 
(Ash) (Horsechestnut) 

LEAF SHAPES 

Reverse 
Lonee - sh oped Egg-shoped Egg-shoped ELLIPTICAL Heort-shoped 

or LANCEOLATE or OVATE or OBOVATE or CORDATE 

f Aspen J (Willow) f Cottonwood) (Chokecherry) ( Coscoro J 
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I 

LEAF MARGINS 

ENTIRE Wavy, ar Sawtoothed, Doubly- sawtoothed LOBED 

(Oregan Myrtle) SINUATE or SERRATE orDOUBLY SERRATE (California 

(PacificDogwood) (Elders) (ThinleafA/der) BloclrOolr) 

LEAF POINTS (APEXES) 

;1\ A m (h m 
Sharp Drown out ROUND Abruptly Blunt-pointed 

or ACUTE to fine point sharp-pointed or OBTUSE 
or ACUMINATE or MUCRONATE 

LEAF BASES 

\f ~ ~ ~ ~ !. ,(_I 

Wedge- shaped 1/neven or Heart - shaped Blunt-pointed Flattened 
or sharp ASYMMETRICAL or CORDATE or OBTUSE or square 

CU NEAT£ or ACUTE or TRUNCATE 

Leaves from the same tree species will vary in size and shape. With practice 
you can soon learn to recognize these variations. Leaves of the black cottonwood, 
for example, may be egg-shap ed (ovate) or pear-shaped, and either heart-shaped 
( cordate) or rounded at the base. Their margins range from wavy ( sinuate) to 
scalloped ( crenate) and finely sawtoothed (serrate). Besides the terms pictured 
here, botanists use additional ones to describe shapes and margins of leaves. 
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Douglas-fir 

This is the state tree of Ore
gon and grows natively in 35 
of the state's 36 counties. 
The one exception is Sher
man County . 

WEST of the Cascades you could guess that any evergreen forest tree is Doug
las-fir and you would be right eight out of ten times . East of the Cascades the 

species is common in middle and higher forest zones. 

The cone everybody knows. Put a Douglas-fir cone among all cones of 
the Northwest and it would stand out. Only Douglas-fir has three-pointed bracts 
licking out between the cone scales like little tongues. The bract has been com
pared to a three-pronged pitchfork. Perhaps the most accurate picture comes 
from a 4-H forestry member who said it looks like the hind feet and tail of a 
mouse diving into a hole. Cones are almost always present either on the trees or 
under them. Even young saplings will usually have them. 

Look at the twig ends. The bud, because it is sharp-pointed, identifies 
this tree . It is mahogany colored and shines like a highly polished shoe. Recog
nize the foliage by remembering also that needles come out bottle-brush style 
all around the twig and, though pointed, are soft to touch. Cut bark reveals dis
tinctive two-tone colors. Sapling stands of Douglas-fir announce themselves 
from a distance; the uniform angles of the limbs make a striking pattern. 

Naming the Douglas-fir. For years this conifer was a botanical puzzle. 
It was first listed as a pine and at other times as balsam fir, spruce, or hemlock. 
Finally, in 1867, plant scientists devised a new genus (family-like) name for it
Pseudotsuga, meaning false-hemlock. The complete scientific name is Pseudo
tsuga menziesii, the species name honoring Archibald Menzies, the Scottish physi
cian and naturalist who discovered the tree in 1791 on Vancouver Island. He was 
serving in the British Navy. 

Douglas-fir's common name remembers David Douglas. His daring botan
ical explorations in this region from 1825 to 1827 are adventurous reading. 

12 



Douglas-fir vs. true firs. Until this tree got the name, 
the word "fir" referred to the balsam firs of the genus 
Abies. Abies has six species in Oregon and many else
where in the world. They are particularly distinguished by 
blisters on the bark of young trees from which a fragrant 
balsam squirts if you stick them with your fingernail. 
Douglas-fir has identical balsam-filled bumps. This fact 
led to its being wrongly named a fir. So the term "true firs" 
is applied to the Abies in Douglas-fir country. 

Tree of a thousand uses. Oregon leads all states in 
timber. Three-fourths of its annual wood crop is Douglas
fir which furnishes more timber products for man's use 
than does any other tree. Lumber (sawed material) ac
counts for two-thirds of the total Douglas-fir harvest. 
Houses, farm buildings, industrial structures, bridges, and 
docks are a few of the hundreds of lumber uses. Some 
uses, as for furniture, truck bodies, laminated structural 
timbers , cooperage, car construction, and boats are them
selves distinct industries. Oregon leads in Douglas-fir ply
\.vood which is now an economic giant ranking with lum
ber. After lumber and plywood come pulp and paper and 
composition boards, two strong-growth industries. The 
Douglas-fir region is a leader in scientific tree farming that 
promises abundant harves ts for all the years to come. 

Our tree of life. Ancient writings picture a Tr ee of 
Life. In our time and place we might so regard the Doug
las-fir. Its do se-ranked, pointed tops are familiar on count
less skylines and, as much as anything, have the meaning 
of home. The fir's contribution to Oregon's economy ex
ceeds those from all other manufactured products and 
crops combined. So handsome is its appearance that , wher
ever available , it is the leading Christmas tre e. In size 
Douglas-fir is second only to the California sequoias. The 
properties of its wood make for outstanding versatility in 
service, from the 60-foot beam that occupies two railroad 
cars to the microscopic fibers that make stron g tissue pa
pers. Th e Douglas-fir forest grows faster than any other 
( excepting only the redwood forest region that is just a 
tenth its area), and we can thank fully remember that for
ests remain after coal, oil, and ores are gone. 

East side Douglas-fir. East of the Cascade summit, 
the Douglas-fir is a smaller tree known as the Rocky 
Mountain form, or variety glauca. A difference you can 
notice in comparison with the Pacific Coast form is the 
shorter cone with bracts that stand out st iffly at right 
angles. 

THESE IDENTIFY DOUGLAS-FIR 

LEADS IN LUMBER a. PLYWOOD 

THE HILLS OF HOME 

1904 , PORTLAND• FIRST COMMER· 
CIAL PLYWOOD PANELS MAD E 
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NEARLY EVERYONE can tell the pines from other 
trees, just because they "look different." The pines have 
long, narrow needles bound in bundles which resemble whisk 
brooms . Actually, some whisk brooms are made of pine nee
dles. 

The cones of pines are also different from those of 
other conifers. They usually have thick, tough scales . The 
foliage of pine trees is open, so that sunlight spills through 
to the forest floor. Firs, spruces, and hemlocks have such 
thick foliage that they shade out the sun from the ground 
beneath them. Pines congregate mostly in the dry areas of 
the state, where they hold out because they can send big 
roots down deep into the earth for moisture. 

PINES HAVE LONG 
NEEDLE ·LEAVES 
WRAPPED IN BUNDLES 

To identify a pine, count the needles in each bundle. 
This will put the species in a small group. Then check the 
range and the appearance of the cone to pinpoint the spe
cies. The eight pines described below are native to Oregon. 
Four have quite restricted ranges. 

Five-needle: white, sugar, limber, and whitebark 
Three-needle: ponderosa, Jeffrey, and knobcone 
Two-needle: lodgepole 

Lodgepole Pine 
--- ,,4 7~-1teedte 'Puee 

loDGEPOLE PINE is identified easily because it is the only 
L two-needle pine native to Oregon. Also, its cones and 
needles are much smaller than those of our other pines. 
The egg-shaped cones are seldom longer than an inch or 
two, while needles are one to three inches long and often 
twisted. The bark is recognizable; it is thin and lightly 
covered with loose, flaky scales. The tough little cones may 
hang on the trees unopened for many years. Extensive 
lodgepole stands are seen at middle and higher elevations 
throughout eastern Oregon, including the upper Cascades. 

Where lodgepole pine grows. There are two types of lodgepole in the 
Northwest, the coast form known as shore pine and the mountain form. The 
small shore pine stays within a few miles of the coast and is not commercia lly 
important. Bushy and distorted in its frontline stand against ocean gales, and 
often picturesqu e, it does service in stabilizing sand dunes. 

Lodgepole of the mountains-the real lodgepole-grows slim and straight 
to 80 or even 100 feet. The Rocky Mountain Indians made two trips to solve 
their housing problem: first, to the plains to kill buffalo for hides, then to the 
pine country for the poles to raise their lodges or tepees. Thus the name lodge
pole originated. Early western explorers noted that such lodgepoles would be 
used for a lifetime, until worn out by weathering and handling. 
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Raw material for new indus try. Lodgepole is not 
a large timber tree, but supplies are immense in the West. 
The growth can be doubled by early spacing and manage
ment. Abundant reprod uction often causes "dog hair" 
thickets where growth stagnates . Lodgepole's future is 
linked to the booming growth industries of paper and com
position board, for which the pine fiber is superior and 
large trees are not necessary. Common uses today are 
lumber, poles, fiber products, fencing material, and mine 
timbers. Lodgepole is one of the easiest of American woods 
to season. In the early days, famished Indians stripped the 
inner bark of pines for food. Resulting scars have shown 
up in sawed logs. 

Knobc one Pine 

Knobcone pine is a three-needle pine that is not 
abundant in Oregon. Growing at 1,000 to 2,000 feet eleva
tions in southwestern Oregon, this small-to-medium sized 
pine seeks the sun. It is even possible to find pure forests 
on dry and sun-scorched ridges. 

No one will mistake this odd tree. Clusters of cones, 
strongly curved downward, encircle the trunk and stick 
there indefinitely. You never saw such a cone-covered pine . 
The name knobcone comes from a rock-hard armor of 
knob-like points on the cone's back side. Here is the hard
est and toughest of cones and probably the slowest one to 
open. The seeds may keep their vitality a half century 
after the tree dies . 

Nature developed this tree to come back after fire, and 
many cones may not open at all without its heat. The lop
sided cones are 3 to 6 inches long, as are the needles. 

CONES ATTACHED LIKE 
BANANAS 
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Ponderosa Pine 

PONDEROSA PINE is almost as prominent east of the Cas
cade summit as Douglas-fir is west of it. The needles, 

5 to 10 inches long, are nearly always in bundles of thr ee, 
but two's can be found by searching . Notice that they are 
borne in round clusters, or hang plume-like, at the ends of 
the branches. Ponderosa's egg-shaped cones, 3 to 6 inches 
long, and its long needles are not easily confused with our 
other pines, except possibly the seldom-seen Jeffrey pine 
in southwest Oregon. 

The bark of young pines is dark gray to black, but 
age makes ponderosa bark outstanding among trees. Large, 
flat, scaly plates form , coloring to yellow-brown, with 
many oldsters taking on a glamorous orange-red. Bark 
crevices of older trees have a pleasing smell, although peo
ple cannot readily decide what it is like. Try it yourself. 
At the base of old trees look for small flakes of bark; you 
will discover the most fanciful shapes reminding you of 
all kinds of creatures . 

The scientific name of this tree, Pinus ponderosa, is 
the same as the common name. No other tree in this book 
has that distinction, although giant sequoia, Sequoia gi
gantea, comes close. 
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Where pond erosa pin e grows. Ponderosa is the 
most widely distributed pine in North America. It prefers 
warm and sunny places but stands severe winters. Good 
forests occur with as little as 18 inches of annual rainfall. 
In southwest Oregon, ponderosa pine grows down the 
western slope of the Cascades. A few lonely ponderosas 
are in the Willamette Valley-the only native pines there. 

Wh at ponder osa is used for. Foresters call eastern 
Oregon the ponderosa pine region because 60% of its 
timber is ponderosa . It makes very desirable lumber that 
is prized for many uses, especially for furniture and mill
work, including inside parts of homes such as walls, cab
inets, window frames, stairs, and doors. 

This region has produced chiefly sawed products, or 
lumber, but lumber is not enough nowadays. Plywood, 
fiberboard, and paper will also be developed because de
mand for them grows faster than demand for lumber. 
Also, much timber that is excellent for paper and fiber
board is not suitable for lumber. For example, immense 
numbers of trees in overcrowded stands must be thinned 
out before they reach profitable lumber size. Wood "left
overs" from lumber manufacture, such as slabs, do very 
well for paper and fiberboard. 

Unusual Oregon pin es. Standing a stone's throw 
from the Deschutes River, 32 miles south of Bend, is a 
ponderosa nearly 9 feet in diameter and recognized as the 
world's largest. And 18 miles west of Grants Pass is one 
that is 246 feet high and possibly the world's tallest. North
east Lake County has the "Lost Forest"-a 9,000-acre 
island of commercial ponderosa pine some 40 miles out in 
the desert. Usually ponderosa forests require at least 15 
inches of rain yearly, but this strange grove exists on 10 
inches because special ground conditions trap moisture be
neath the sand. 

F ore sts to enjoy. Ponderosa grows to a large size, 
and no other forest of our region can match the splendor 
of the older trees . Their bark fairly glows in the sunlight. 
There is enough color and beauty for a forest of make
believe where you might run into Hansel and Gretel, or 
even Smokey Bear. Naturally, movie makers choose the 
photogenic ponderosa forests for their forest scenes. Va
cationists choose ponderosa country because this tree grows 
where the summer climate is most agreeable to man. 

BARK OF OLD TREES SHEDS 

CURIOUS JIG-SAW PUZZLE 

FLAKES 

SEEN IN FILMS 
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CONE SHAPED LIKE 
PINEAPPLE 

Jeffrey Pine 

J EFFREY PINE is one of the two other Oregon pines with 
needles clasped in three's. It associates with ponderosa 

pine and resembles it in these ways: 
► It has long needles in three 's ( occasionally in two's). 
► It has long needles in three's (occas ionally in two's). 

ponderosa pine) . 
► The bark on big trees fissures into large plates . 
It differs from ponderosa in having a thicker and 

much larger cone, one that resembles an old-fashioned 
beehive in shape. Jeffre y cones can vary strikingly in size 
from five inches to a foot in length, but the typical huge 
oval will not be mistaken . Cone scales have thorn-like 
prickles that curve downward. Those of ponderosa are 
straight. New twigs of Jeffrey have two things that pon
derosa does not have: a bluish-white powder and, when 
crushed, a smell suggesting a lemon-pineapple blend. 

Although this sun -loving tree is widespread in Cali
fornia, not many J effreys wander into Oregon. Of the 
more northerly points where it occurs, sites near Tiller, 
Glendale, and Ridd le can be mentioned . 

1fle4te,z,,e 

White Pine 

WHITE PINE has five needles to each bundle . For all practical purposes, this will 
identify it in Oregon except in the southern Cascades where you find the 

sugar pine, which also has five needles. 
Here is how white pine and sugar pine differ: 

White pine cones are 6 to 10 inches long. Sugar pine 
has bigger cones, 12 to 18 inches or more in length . 

The bark of large white pines is broken into small 
squares and makes a pattern like tile. Its color is grayish. 

Sugar pine bark on large trees is broken into long 
plates , often resembling ponderosa pine . Its color is reddish 
brown. 

The bark of sugar pine begins to break up into scales 
on trees as small as 4 inches in diameter. The bark of white 
pine is noticeably smooth on young trees. 

This is the quick way a forester tells the two trees apart: He looks for cones 
first, if not on the tree, then under it on the gro und. If he finds a cone he has 
found the answer. He knows too that white pine will bear cones when only 30 
to 40 feet high. If the trees are too young for cones, then he examines the bark. 
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What white pine is used for. The carpenter en
joys working with white pine because it is a light, smooth, 
attractive wood that planes and saws easi ly. It goes into 
the more expens ive lumber uses such as window and door 
frames, pattern stock, cabinet work, novelties, and match 
blocks. Knotty lumber of this species makes good interior 
pane ling. Lower grades make boxes and crates. 

More about white pine. Never abundant, this tree 
grows scatteringly in Oregon, usually at middle elevations, 
occupying a variety of sites . It gives away its age: Count 
the whorls of limbs on a white pine, and you know how old 
it is. Douglas-fir and true firs show this habit too, but less 
clearly. Becau se white pine cones are slim and curved like 
fingers, it has been called "fingercone" pine . 

A fun gus, called white pine blister rust, attacks and 
kills five-needle pines. But th is fun gus cannot attack the 
white pine and sugar pine unless there are currant and 
gooseberry ( Ribes) bushes in the locality. The fungus 
spends one stage of its life on the leaves of these bushes. 
The old, toilsome contro l method has been to eradicate the 
Ribes. Scientists are hopeful that a new treatment of spray
ing the base of the tree with a chemical will be successfu l. 
The chemical, or systemic, is absorbed into the sap and 
moves upward to kill the infection . 

COUNT THE WHORLS 

SOMETIMES CALLED 
"FINGERCONE" PINE 
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Sugar Pine 

SUGAR PINE is the other big five-needle pine in Oregon. 
Because white pine grows throughout the sugar pine 

range in the southwestern part of the state, you will want 
to be acquainted with their differences, It is fun to pick out 
mature sugar pines from a distance. The great cones
they average over a foot long-dangle from the tips of 
the ~1pper limbs often bending the tip downward as a 
stubborn fish pulls a fishing pole. Sugar pine is reason
ably common throughout its Oregon range, preferring 
moist, well-drained situations in the sun . Do not look for 
pure stands. Nevertheless, this pine occurs frequently, 
since southwest Oregon has over 5 billion board feet. 

"The priests of pine." John Muir, the famous nat
uralist, admired the sugar pine. Observing these large 
trees in the forest, he said: 

"They are ever tossing out their immense arms in 
what might seem the most extravagant gestures. . . . 
They are the priests of pine and seem ever to be ad
dressing the surrounding forest. . . . The yellow pine 
is found growing with them on warm hillsides, and the 
white silver fir on cool northern slopes; but noble as 
these are, the sugar pine is easily king and spreads his 
arms above them in blessing while they nod and wave 
in signs of recognition." 

What it is used for. Sugar pine belongs to a group 
known as soft or white pines, which have light, soft, 
easily worked wood of high value . Sugar pine's uses are 
similar to those of white pine. 

A narrow escape. David Douglas, the young Scottish 
botanist for whom the Douglas-fir is named, nearly lost 
his life on the day he found the sugar pine (Oc tober 26, 

1826). Near Oregon City he had seen large 
pine seeds in an Indian's pouch, and he had 
gone into southern Oregon in search of the 
tree which grew such huge seeds. Near 
Roseburg, Douglas found the tree. To get 
some of the cones, he shot them down with 
his gun. Attracted by the noise, Indians came 
and threatened him , but he drew two guns 
and prepared to fight and they finally went 
away. 



Its seeds are go od to eat. The 
cones of the sugar pine are the largest 
of any pine in the world, although they 
are not as heavy as the fearsome, spiny 
cones of California 's Coulter pine . It 
has an edible seed as big as a kernel of 
corn and the wing attached to the seed 
is from 1 to 2 inches long. 

The name sugar pine comes from 
the sugary tasting globules of resin that 
exude from wounds. The Indians were 
fond of this resin , but they were care
ful not to eat too much of it because 
of its cathartic effect. 

Sugar pines sometimes grow more than 200 feet high, and they are the big
gest pines. 

Limber Pine 
Limber pine grows in the Wallowa Mountains, an 

offshoot of the Rockies, at elevations of about 7,000 feet 
or higher. It is another five-needle pine, like white pine and 
sugar pine . 

This small pine gets its name from the long, slender 
limbs, which are so limber that they can sometimes be tied 
in knots. As a tree, limber pine is typically short trunked, 
crooked, and many branched. On exposed slopes near the 
timber line, look for th ick-growing and prostrate bushes. 

Whitebark Pine 
Whitebark pine is a five-needle pine seldom seen 

below 5,000 feet. It resembles the white pine, but it has 
silvery gray branches and a trunk that looks white on im
mature trees. The cones of the whitebark pine are only 2 
to 3 inches long. Whitebark can stand terrific cold and 
wind . Usually distorted, often bush-like, it clings to the 
highest places a tree can endure. Timberline trees no taller 
than a man have been found to be 500 years old. The twigs 
are as flexible as rope. 
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FOUR SPECIES of trees in Ore
gon are called cedars. None of them are 
true cedars. The genuine article would 
belong to the genus Cedrus whose spe
cies are native only to the Mediterra
nean and Himalayan regions. In the an
cient Latin, Cedrus probably meant ju
niper, or a fragrant wood. Our so-called 
cedars have the same aromatic wood. 
It is easy to recognize them as a group, 
but it takes a little knowledge to tell 
one from another . Their leaves form 
flat sprays like a fern. Hold a cedar twig 
in your hand and you can see the tiny 
scale-like leaves that overlap like shin
gles-they may remind you of fish 
scales . 

Western Redcedar 
To KNOW REDCEDAR, look at the cones. This is the only 

native "cedar" with cones turned up and bent back
ward on the branch. Before opening they look like a 
smoker's pipe. If you look closely at the und ers ide of a 
single scale-leaf, you can usually see a tiny butterfly out
lined by white dots (s tomata). Admittedly, some imagin a
tion is needed. 

The scientific name for redcedar is Thuja plicata. The ~~~: ;;;~~E c~!~:R 
genus name Thuja comes from an ancient Greek word for 
a highly prized aromatic wood. The species name mean s 
folded into plaits (interwoven), suggested by the flattened 
twigs and the fine, regular arrangement of the scale-lik e 
leaves. The redcedar has a long, stringy bark from which 
fibrous st rip s are easily pulled. 

Where redcedar grows. The redcedar occurs singly 
or in clusters in moist spots, and occasionally on dry 
slopes. Its commercia l range is really the coastal fog belt; 
damper western Washington and Canada have far greater 
numbers. Redcedars with their swollen bases have reac hed 
20-foot diameters - broadest of northwest trees. 

What redcedar is used for. One of the lightest of 
con iferous woods, redcedar is soft in texture, even and FOG•••Lr oR,. w•nRs 

TREES IN SUMMER 

straigh t grained, highly attractive in natural coloring, and 
pleasant to smell. Since the heartwood defies decay, it is 
the choice wood for exposed uses. Old growth timber made cedar's reputation. 
Forest managers see a lower commercial position for the second growth, but the 
tree seems to maintain its numbers in our forests. Always the leader in shingle s, 
its other important uses include lumber, poles, posts, piling , fencing, siding , in
terior trim, greenhouse equipment, and boat building. 
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Salmon crowded the rivers to assure "freedom from hunger" and the red
cedar, growing conveniently near rivers and dwelling sites, supplied material for 
housing, transportation, and a hundred other uses. For each Indian relic of stone 
we find, there were once innumerable articles of wood and bark. 

Indian housing. Houses or lodges were made of planks split from cedar. 
Typical ones were reported as about 20 feet wide and 40 feet or more long. The 
cedar boards averaged 2 inches thick and about 2 feet wide, although boards 5 
feet wide were noted. The boards were split out with elkhorn wedges and stone 
hammers, then shaped and smoothed with stone tools. Several families would oc
cupy the lodge, each one's space marked by board partitions. Holes in the roof 
allowed smoke to escape-or at least some of it. Cedar bark was sometimes used 
for walls of houses. 

Indian transportation. Redcedar canoes were made 
by the thousands. A single redcedar tree was felled, cut to 
the desired length and hollowed out, using fire and stone 
and bone adze tools. Next it was filled with water into 
which hot stones were dropped, causing the water to boil 
and soften the wood so the sides could be spread and 
curved to the proper form. Abrasive stones used to smooth 
the sides of canoes ( and other wood articles) are still 
found at the numerous old dwelling sites. 

Around 1900, Captain J. C. Voss purchased an or
dinary 38-foot dugout cedar canoe from Vancouver Island 
Indians. Adding a cabin and three small masts, he sailed 
it 40,000 miles to circumnavigate the globe. Should you 
visit Victoria, see this canoe at Thunderbird Park. 

Everyday life and culture. The fibers for our tex
tiles include cotton, wool, and nylon; the Northwest Indian 
had chiefly the innerbark of the redcedar. From it he (or 
rather she) made nets, blankets, ropes, shawls, skirts, bas
kets, and mats. 

Easily worked cedar wood was a favorite for imple
ments and novelties such as arrow and spear shafts, toys, 
bowls, spoons, handles, and carvings. Bark fibers twisted 
into ropes also took the place of nails, since they were used 
to lash house timbers together. 

The Indian wood carver produced grotesque but strik
ing animal figures on his cedar totem poles. The raven, 
thunderbird, bear, wolf, frog, beaver, and others were 
usually carved in a human-like form. Clans cherished their 
particular myths in which the animal could assume human 
form. 

GR EATEST TREE TO 
NORTHWEST INDIANS 
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Incense-cedar 

INCENSE-CEDAR is plentiful in southern 
Oregon and it is easy to recognize. 

The cories are much different from 
those of other "cedars." Shown closed 
in the photo, the cones may look like 
Donald Duck's bill with his tongue 
sticking out when they are open. 

Another distinctive feature of this 
cedar is its scale-leaves. They are much 
longer than they are wide. Our other 
cedars have leaves just about as wide as 
they are long. 

SCALY LEAVES LOOK 
KNOBBY - JOIN TED 
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A characteristic of incense-cedar is the peculiar way 
its very flat sprays are twisted. The whole tree looks as 
though it had been rump led by the wind. Like the other 
Oregon cedars, this tree has a stringy bark. 

Wha t incense-cedar is used fo r. A durable wood 
like redcedar, it serves in many of the same ways. How
ever, much wood that would otherwise make quality lum
ber is degraded by a "pencil rot" or "peck" that causes 
small circular openings. A sample of incense-cedar is in 
reach, for it is the leading penc il wood. Note the wood's 
pleas ing odor and even texture, how it is soft enough to 
whitt le easily, but strong enough not to break in your 
pocket. 

How pencils are made. Selected lumber is reduced to 
slats, and each slat is grooved to make eight pencil "halves." 
With the lead in place between slats and adhesive app lied, 
the slat is slit between the grooves to produce eight pencils 
ready for finishing . A Jackson County manufacturer esti
mated that th ree-fourths of the world supp ly of pe11:cil 
stock comes from this region. 

I 
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Port-Orford
cedar 

TINY WHITE CROSSES POPULAR EVERGREEN OAMAMENTAL TREES 

THE native range of Port-Orford-cedar is small-a coastal belt stretching 200 
miles southward from Coos Bay ( with scattered trees up to 50 miles inland). 

It is a familiar tree in every western Oregon county because so many have been 
planted as ornamentals and for windbreaks and hedges . urserymen know how 
the public is attracted to this very handsome tree. Calling it "cypress," they have 
developed more than 100 varieties from the forest species. Its appearance can be 
changed under cultivation. 

Ho w to recognize Po rt- Orfo rd-cedar. Examine the cones and one scale
leaf. Port-Orford cones are round. They look like rough, hard berries before they 
open, and they hold a round shape after they open. On the underside of each tiny 
scale-leaf you will see a white X. Redcedar and incense -cedar have no white X's, 
and their cones are quite different. You can observe one Port-Orford habit from 
a distance . It tends to hold its sprays in a horizontal plane, whereas redcedar's 
droop in a "lazy" or weeping manner. 

A valuable w ood. Years ago the Japanese fell in love with Port-Orford 
wood. Their heavy buying and the 
small supply make the better logs high 
in price. 

The wood is durab le, easy to 
work, aromatic, and pleasingly tex
tured. Locally it finds uses similar to 
those of redcedar. Archery enthusiasts 
know the wood is strong and light. 
Coos County shops turn out Port
Orford-cedar arrow shafts by the mil
lions . 

Disease dims future . A root-rot 
disease known as Phytophthora is kill
ing Port-Orford-cedars throughout the 
nat ive range . A majority of those 
growing elsewhere seem to escape in
fection, and plantings of this lovely 
tree continue, despite the disease. After 
infection, trees apparently cannot be 
saved. Spread of the killing fungus is 
more likely on poor ly drained areas. 
Bringing in outside soil could intro
duce the root rot. 
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Alaska-cedar 

ROUGH SCALY BARK 

ALASKA- CEDAR is generally found at high elevations in 
I"'\. the western Cascades, but it is rarely seen south of Mt. 
Jefferson. It is a close relative of the Port-Orford-cedar. 
There are no white X's on the undersides of its scale
leaves as there are on Port-Orford-cedars. 

Alaska-cedar's small range helps to know it, as do a 
"dying" appearance from dead-looking branches (leaves 
persist a year after dying) and scaly bark that breaks off 
in flakes. Foliage that is prickly to touch and roundish 
cones are other details that distinguish the Alaska from 
other "cedars" likely to be near. Long, drooping sprays 
give the tree a pronounced weeping appearance . While the 
wood is very resistant to decay and is of good commercial 
quality, the tree is rather scarce in Oregon. Another com- '\ 
mon name is Alaska yellow-cedar; its wood turns sulphur 
yellow when wet. . 
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True Firs The true firs native to Oregon are: 

Grand fir 
Noble fir 

White ( concolor) fir 
Shasta red fir 
Subalpine fir 

1 
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FRIENDS 
BUT WHICH? 

CONES PERCH LIKE LITTLE 
OWLS 
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Pacific silver fir 

SEVEN TRUE fir species are native to western America, 
and Oregon has six of them-more Abies members 

than any other state. We sing their praises, for they are 
the loveliest of conifers, adorning the scenic highland s 
that call to us whether young or old. Those who camp, 
hike , ski, hunt, or merely drive in the high country have 
them for fragrant companions. Their woods serve industry 
well. 

To know an Abies is easy. Either a twig or a cone 
will identify a true fir or member of the genus Abies. But 
if you would learn a particular species, there is a bit of a 
challenge. Yet the small points that separate the species are 
rather fascinating. If you would try your hand, suggestions 
and a field guide are offered on pages 32 and 33. 

All of our True Firs Have These Characteristics 
► Cones are perched like little owls on the topmost 

branches. A no-mistake method of knowing the true firs 
is to look aloft for the erect cones. They may glisten with 
drops of fragrant balsam. Cones are present only in sum
mer and fall. 



► True fir needles are stemless. Pull off a needle and 
notice the tiny circular scar left on the twig. It is a magic 
circle that makes it easy to know the true firs from other 

' conifers at any season. 
► Cones of true firs do not fall intact like other coni

fer cones. At the proper season they put on a vanis hing 
act. Their scales tumble off one by one when the seeds 
have ripened in the fall. 

► Young stems have fragrant resin, or balsam, blis-
1 ters. Stick them with your finger and they pop, spurting 

the clear liquid. Some have attributed a healing effect to 
this liquid. Resins and oils from bark and foliage have 
been used in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals . 

If, The Admiring Names of True Firs 

( 
Why do we call this group of tre es "true" firs? As a 

matter of fact, everyw her e else but here in the West the 
i same trees are called balsam firs because of the tiny balsam 
I pockets on the bark of young stems . We call them true firs 

to distinguish them from Douglas-fir, our most abundant 
tree, but one which is not a fir, botanically speaking. Doug
las-fir belongs to the genus Pseudotsuga . 

David Douglas began the admiring nam es borne by 
our tr ue firs : noble fir, grand fir, amabilis (si lver's scien
tific name meaning lovely), and magnifica (Latin name for 
red fir). 

It Helps to Know the Range of a True Fir 
When in the woods investigating tru e firs, check to be 

sure of th e species inhabiting that zone. For examp le, if 
you are below about 1,500 feet , your true fir will be grand 
fir. As you climb to 5,000 feet or higher, the odds are 
strongly for subalpine. Silver fir is found mostly north of 
Santiam Pass; neither silver nor noble is found east of 
the Cascades. 

Commercial uses. Th e true fir group accounts for 
about 9% of the commercial timb er in Oregon. Although 
priced somewhat lower than Douglas-fir and pine, our 
true firs have excellent timber qualities. They have made 
good in both lumber and plywood production, and their 
wood fibers are superior for paper making. Older true firs 
tend to have trunk rots caused by fungi. The "Indian 
paint" fungus often seen on grand fir east of the Cascades 
catches the eye. Its black conks (g rowths on the trunk) 
have brick-red insides, once a source of Indi an pigments. 

BARK BLISTERS ON YOUNG 

STEMS HAVE FRAGRANT RESI N 

ALL OREGON TRUE FIRS 

MINGLE HERE 
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GRANO FIR - THE ONLY TRUE 
FIR IN THE LOWLANDS 
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Grand Fir 

GRAND FIR is our only true fir growing below about 
1,500 feet. Knowing this fact helps to identify it in 

western Oregon lowlands. The species is a mountaineer 
too, for it ranges up to 5,000 feet. Also a rover, like Doug
las-fir, grand fir is found in all Oregon counties but one or 
two. Since its habit is to mingle with other conifers and not 
to form pure stands, its numbers are modest-perhaps 
2% of our total timber stand. 

Grand fir prefers moist locations and so is common 
near streams, around valleys, and on lower slopes. East of 
the Cascades it is equally common in the mixed forest types 
usually found at higher elevations and on moister ground 
than the ponderosa pine. 

Usually we try to identify grand fir by the foliage of 
its lower branches. Needles here are arranged in two flat
tened rows as if they had been pressed in a book. Addi
tional characteristics are explained on page 33. Variations 
in the foliage, however, sometimes make it difficult to be 
sure of the species, especially when it climbs out of the 
lowlands and mingles with concolor and silver firs. 

Other common names for this tree are white fir and 
lowland white fir, but use of these names tends to cause 
confusion. The approved common name is grand fir, and 
no other tree has that name. 
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The largest living grand fir on record is 7 feet in 
diameter and 175 feet high in Mt. Rainier Park. Much 
taller trees have been known . 

In some Blue Mountain and Cascade sites, grand fir 
is considered the most promising timber species because 
of its superior growth rate. 

In western Oregon, the beginning student will first 
learn to distinguish grand fir from Douglas-fir and hem
lock. Fortunately, these two other species have unmistak
able features. 

White (Concolor) Fir 

IN LOCAL PRACTICE, the name white fir is loosely used, 
being sometimes applied to the grand fir and even to 

other true firs. To be sure that they refer to this particular 
species, people in our area may use the name concolor fir 
( from its Latin name A bies concolor). 

The white or concolor fir is a bit of a mystery tree in 
Oregon . Its northern limits here are not exactly known. 
Marching into Oregon from the south, it is fairly common 
in K lamath and Lake counties , especially around Crater 
and Klamath lakes. Stragglers probably reach the Three 
Sisters area and scattered points in the Blue Mountains. 

To add more mystery, many concolors take on a dif
ferent appearance where they mingle with grand fir in the 
Cascade and Blue mountains. The forester throws up his 
hands; often he cannot tell whether a tree is white or 
grand fir. They hybridize (interbreed), producing speci
mens with the characters of both species. South of Crater 
Lake, where grand firs become very scarce, concolors tend 
to assume the typical form and are more easily identified. 
The normal concolor foliage is distinguished by needles 
that are vaguely in two ranks and definitely longer than 
other true firs-up to 3 inches long. The tree is heavily 
foliaged and will form a perfect pyramid in the open. The 
Latin name concolor means "of the same color" from the 
fact that the needles have the same silvery or whitish tinge 
on both sides . Its whitish hue has been further developed 
in cultivated forms. While older trees have decay that 
means loss at the mill, the wood is very suitable for sawed 
products and plywood and especially for paper making . A 
great many of the trees will not be logged because they are 
in less accessible , high locations. 

GRANO FIR: 2- RANKED 
AND FLATTENED 

WHITE FIR : 2- RANKED 
BUT STRAGGLY 

PULP MILLS
WOULD LIKE ME _ 
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Noble Fir 
A NYONE CAN distinguish noble fir by its big cones 

I"'\. wrapped in "whiskery" spirals ( see picture above), 
but we never count on getting true fir cones. Never mind, 
by a twist of the needle we can know this tree. Needles 
from the underside of the twig have a curve at the base 
like a hockey stick. Unlike the other true firs ( except 
Shasta in southern Oregon) the needle runs parallel to the 
twig for about one eighth inch before it curves away. A 
twig can also identify the species, because the upcurved , 
densely massed leaves are different from the other true 
firs. A twig can resemble a brush, and with the brush goes 
a comb-the needles are so stiffly and regularly spaced 
that from the underside they appear to have been combed 
out. 

Noble fir is quite common at middle to upper eleva
tions the full length of the Cascades, and in the Siskiyous 
at high elevations. It appears sparingly in the Coast Moun
tains from Marys Peak northward. A fine timber species, 
it has a very strong wood for its weight. 

David Douglas found and named the noble fir in 1825. 
One heavy branch of noble fir with only a red ribbon 
makes a perfect Christmas door swag, so handsom e is its 
foliage. 
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THAT SPECIAL NOBLE LOOK 

NEEDLES FROM UNDERSIDE 

OF TWl'3 RES EMBLE HOCKEY 

STICKS 
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Shasta Red Fir and 
California Red Fir 
SHASTA RED FIR, a variety of the California red fir, grows above 4,000 feet in 

the southern one-third of the Oregon Cascades, and down into California. 
It is strikingly similar to noble fir, yet you can tell them apart by examining a 
single needle (you will need a hand lens unless your eyes are sharp). The Shasta 
needle will have a ridge or rib along its top surface, whereas nob le's is flat or 
lightly grooved. Pages 32 and 33 give other suggestions for identification. 

CALIFORNIA RED FIR is a well-known species in California where great red
barked specimens enhance Sierra playgrounds such as Yosemite. The red fir 

may be in the higher Cascades of southern Oregon, although some students re
port they cannot find it there. Only an expert would care to distinguish it from 
Shasta-and he will sometimes have difficulty. The red fir and Shasta are of the 
same species and are alike in every way except in one cone detail. 

Red's cone is bare ( no bracts sticking out), whereas Shasta's has protruding, 
papery bracts in the manner of noble fir (picture on page 30). This difference is 
not enough to deserve classification as a separate species, and some scientists even 
doubt that a variety should have been designated. Nevertheless, Shasta is listed as 
a variety of the red fir-Abi es magnifica variety shastensis. Actually there would 
be support for lumping Shasta, red, and noble firs together as one species. Their 
differences are that minor. Southern Oregon lumbermen have called all three 
"Shasta fir," realizing that to separate them is impractical. 

Pacific Silver Fir 
THIS SPECIES is fairly common at midd le and higher ele

vations of the Cascades from Crater Lake northward, 
and appears sparse ly in the higher Coast mounta ins from 
Lincoln County northward. While silver's needles are 
crowded toward the upper side of the twig, as are noble's 
and subalpine's in their own ways, it is usually possib le 
to note this difference on a typical twig : silver's dense nee
dles point forward in a way that resembles the heavily 
furred paw of a cat or spaniel dog. Needles along the 
very top of the twig noticeably lean forward like skiers 
jumping. Silver and noble firs are often found together in 
our northern Cascades . 

I 
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The name of the species comes from the silvery white undersides of its 
need les. Sometimes they gleam as though possess ing a reflective quality. The bark 
of trees under 2 or 3 feet in diameter shows conspicuous white patches and is 
notab ly smooth. In some localities, foresters consider the bark alone a fairly 
reliab le means of identification. On older, larger trees the bark becomes gray and 
scaly. Other identifying features are noted on page 33. 
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Sub
alpine 
Fir 

SUBALPINE FIR 

COMES TO FRAGILE POINT LIKE 
EIFFEL TOWER 

SUBALPINE FIR of the heights has the most arresting 
shape of any tree in the West. You wonder how any 

tree can have such a fragile, spear-like crown. Branches 
become very short and stiff toward the top, both to shed 
snow and to cut wind resistance. 

This tree "hits the high spots," rarely being found 
under 3,000 feet in our state. It grows abundantly in the 
Cascades and in the Blues, sparingly in the Siskiyous, and 
not at all in our Coast ranges. Near timberline, subalpine 
becomes dwarfed and contorted. 

It is not easy to recognize subalpine fir by foliage 
alone. In the Cascades, be prepared to check out silver, 
noble, and Shasta firs, its frequent companions. The notes 
on page 33 should guide you through the maze. At high al
titudes its Eiffel Tower shape practically cinches identifica
tion. Subalpine is the only one of the true firs having tiny 
pockets of clear resin well within the thick bark. Owing to 
the rigors of its high homeland, the subalpine fir is ordi
narily under 100 feet in height. 

An insect from Europe, the balsam woolly aphid, is a 
far-ranging killer of subalpine firs, and to a lesser extent 
of silver and grand firs. Only time will tell if scientists 
can develop a means of control, or if changes in the bal
ance of nature will slow the insect. He puts a sucking tube 
into the bark to obtain food and at the same time injects a 
toxin into the bark which kills trees that are under heavy 
attack. 

HAND LENS. If you are seriously 
interested in separating one true fir 
from another in the Cascades, a small 
glass will help you to see faint stomata 
lines and the groove or ridge on top of 
the needle. 

concolor firs mingle, there is interbreed
ing. This results in specimens having 
intermediate characteristics. The same 
thing happens among noble fir, Shasta 
red fir, and California red fir. Watch 
out for puzzles in this twilight zone of 
southern Oregon. YOU CAN'T WIN THEM ALL. 

Characteristics such as stomata, two
ranked needles, and the way needles 
twist or point, vary within the same spe
cies as you go from one set of condi
tions to another. A species may have a 
sort of typical form for a particular 
region. The experts also encounter non
typical forms that they cannot posi
tively identify in the field from needles, 
bark, and general appearance. 

NEITHER FISH NOR FOWL. In 
the southern Cascades, where grand and 
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General Reminders 
HA VE A FORESTER BRIEF 

YOU. On your way to the woods, stop 
at a forestry office. A bit of instruction 
on the ground will put you way ahead. 
Persons who have knowledge of nature 
are always glad to pass it on. 

KNOW THE RANGE. You would 
not fish for steelhead in a millpond. 
Know where you will not find a particu
lar species. Check the ranges. 



DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS OF OREGON TRUE FIRS 

Species 

Subalpine fir 
Ables laslocarpa 

Pacific silver fir 
Ables amabllls 

Noble fir 
Ables procera 

Shasta red fir 
Ables magnlllca 
shastensls (a 
variety of 
California red 
fir) 

California red fir 
Abies magulflca 

Grand fir 
Ables grandls 

White fir 
Ab ies concolor 

Typical needle 
arrangement on 
lower branches 

Upward swept and out
ward swept, curved. 
(Seem to slick straight 
out, in all directions.) 

Massed on top of tw ig, 
topmost needles po in ting 
forward. Branchlels 
sem icircular in cross 
section. 

Densely massed on top 
of twig, upcurved, evenly 
spaced as though 
combed out. Branchlets 
roundish, solid looking, 
suggest lingers. 

N e edle arrangement 
similar to that of noble 
fir but in general needles 
have a lighter "build"
are less stout. 

Same as Shas ta. 

Two-ranked. Tend to he 
in two llattened rows as 
though pressed ; man y 
needles appear about 
one - half as long as the 
others-a kind of sub
ordinate second row. 

Two- ranked in a strag
gly or vague way, nee
dles averaging 2 inches 
or longer . 

• Top side has conspicuous groove. 

Whitish 
stomata 
bands 
on top 

surface 
of nee dle 

Yes 

No 

Ye s 

Yes 

Yes 

No• 

Yest 

Key features to consider 

At Mg h elevations (about 5,000 It.) 
know it by long, spire - like crown. 
Subalpine is only true fir w ith resin 
pockets well within the bark (where 
bark is r eas onably thick) . 

Tre es up to 2 to 3 feet in diameter 
have smooth bark with white splotches 
(light ashy-gray co lor to much 
greater degree than other true firs). 
Silver's crown may approach a spire 
shape at higher elevations. 

Top surfac e of needle is slightly 
grooved or flat. Needles from under
side of the twig are curved at their 
bases like a hockey slick. Big cone is 
"shingled" with papery, spiked bracts, 
enclosing ii almost completely. 

Top surface of needle is not grooved 
but ridged or ribbed from its base to 
middle. Needles from underside of the 
twig are curved at their base s like a 
hock ey stick. Big cone, about half 
"shingled" with papery, spiked bracts 
-too short and too few to enclose the 
cone. Might compare to a hall-plucked 
chicken. 

Same as Shasta except cone is bare. 
Bracts are shorter than cone scales 
and do not stick out. 

Grand is Oregon's only true fir grow
ing below about 1,500 feet. A cross 
sec tion cut into Its bark shows a dark 
brick color which wUI help to distin
guish it from wMte fir (and silver fir) . 
Trees under 20 inches in diameter 
have hark with low, flat ridg es and 
shallow furrows. 

White (concolor) needles may be up 
to 3 inches long ; usually twice as 
long as other true fir needles . The 
species grows mostly above 4,000 
feet and Is rarely north of Klamath 
and Lake counties. A cross section 
cut into bark shows two-tone pattern 
of alternating dark and light layers of 
cor k . 

t In a groove; may be filmy or partially absent. A lens shows the stomata dots. Th e bloom cov
ers surface at high elevations. 
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Sitka and Engelmann Spruce 
MOST PEOPLE think the spruces, 

the Douglas-fir, and the true firs look 
alike. In a very general way they do. 
But look closer. Feel the needles. If 
you dropped from an airplane into the 
Northwest forest and felt tree foliage 
sticking you like pins, no need to won
der what tree it is. It would have to 
be spruce I Spruces have stiff, prickly 
needles, while the Douglas-fir and true 
firs have soft, pliable needle-leaves. 
Each spruce needle springs from a tiny 
woody pedestal; in fact this pedestal is 
one way of distinguishing the spruce. 

Spruce cones hang down from the 
branches like Douglas-fir-remember, 
the true fir cones stand up-but spruce 
cones do not have Douglas' pitchfork 
bracts. The scales of spruce cones, ex
cept Brewer spruce, are papery thin 
-another difference. And spruce bark is 
in scales. Douglas-fir and the true firs 
have ridged bark. Spruce forests near 
the coast make the highest wood growth 
in the Northwest. 

Sitka Spruce 

OREGON'S two important spruces-Sitka and Engel
mann-grow in separate ranges. If the two trees did 

grow together, you could soon learn to tell them apart. 
Sitka needles are really "needles"-the stiffest and sharpest 
of any tree in our region. They bristle out in all directions 
like the quills of a startled porcupine. 
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Where Sitka grows. Once called tideland spruce, 
Sitka grows principally within 4 miles of the coast. An oc
casional wanderer gets far inland to cause surprise. The 
largest tree in Oregon is a Clatsop County spruce 16 feet 
in diameter at breast height. In determining tree size, girth 
outranks height. 

What Sitka spruce is used for. Sitka wood has the 
highest strength-to-weight ratio of any wood. The higher 
grades, therefore, make lumber for specialties like ladders, 
doors, scaffolding, oars, masts, bleachers, and aircraft. 
Outstanding for its resonant qualities too, spruce is used 
in pianos, organs, and violins. 



SITKA SPRUCE ENGELMANN SPRUCE 

Of the paper-making woods, Sitka spruce and hem
lock are kings. Their long fibers make a strong newsprint 
of good color and printing qualities. Lower grade logs can 
be used; their fibers are not low grade . 

Favorite of campers. The Sitka spruce is a favor
ite of campers in the wild. Tips of small limbs cut about 
18 inches long, then piled evenly on the ground and cov
ered with canvas, make the best bough beds. 

Engelmann Spruce 

A picture of the cones and needles of Engelmann 
spruce would show that they look like those of the Sitka 
spruce. Engelmann needles are mildly sharp, tend to curve 
toward the upper side of the twig, are definitely four-sided 
( Sitka needles are flatter), and often have an unpleasant 
odor when crushed. Most trees fall short of 100 feet in 
height. The wood goes for lumber, and like the other 
spruces it has superior paper-making properties. Engel
mann ordinarily appears above 4,000 feet. Branches are 
held on the trunk nearly to the ground except in very thick 
stands. 

Engelmann spruce is tolerant. That means it will 
grow in the shade. That is why you will find Engelmann 
spruces-little trees and big ones-closely mixed. 

Brewer (Weeping} Spruce 

Does this strange tree mourn because so few people 
ever push into the high solitudes of Josephine and Curry 
counties to glimpse its beauty? String-like branchlets 4 to 
8 feet long hang down from its limbs. It is a scarce tree, 
but you would probably recognize it and be reminded of a 
weeping willow, or a very shaggy dog. KNowN To A FEw EXPLORERS 
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JACK FROST PAINTS FOLIAG E 

Western Larch 

I N THE FALL of the year, the western larch is easier to recognize than an apple 
tree. Its needles turn a bright yellow and drop to the ground. After standing 

bare all winter, the larch blossoms out in new spring clothes of light green. No 
other western conifer is such a pale green ; you can pick out larch as far away as 
colors can be told. 

The larch is our only cone-'bearing tree that sheds all of its leaves in the 
winter. This odd behavior makes identification absolutely certain. Its narrow 
crown is so open you can see the entire trunk and all of the short, horizontal 
limbs. It is a large, fast-growing tree for its region. Mature trees will average 
160 to 180 feet in height. Trunks are straight and often smooth for half of their 
heights . A second species, subalpine larch, is rumored growing high in the Wal
lowa and the Mt. Hood country. Any mountain climber who spies it will see a 
short , scraggy, storm-battered tree . 

More about larch. The cones have single-pointed bracts that stick out 
like snake tongues. Western larch grows in the middle elevations of the areas 
shown on the map. The colorful, reddish bark of older trees resembles that of 
ponderosa pine and has similar flat plates. 
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Needles in bundles. Like the pines, larch needles are bunched in clusters. 
There are 14 to 30 needles in each cluster-far more than any pine ever has. In 
fact, there are so many needles in larch clusters that they look something like old 
shaving brushes. The needles grow from little spur-like twigs. These spurs, like 
rows of tiny barrels , easily identify larch in winter. 

What larch is used for. Ranking fourth in volume among eastern Oregon 
species, larch produces lumber that is well liked for general construction. Higher 
grades have an attractive grain for interior finish. The tree continues to be valu
able for posts, poles, and mine timbers because of its resistance to decay. A very 
heavy wood, larch fuelwood produces a great deal of heat. 

14 OR MORE NEEDLES 

PER BUNDLE 
$PUA-pKE BUD$ OH WINTER 
BRANCH, " WHISKERY" CONES 

A plant that is usually a shrub may become a small tree under especially fa
vorable conditions. By contrast, some trees may be held to shrub size by barren 
soil, extremes of cold, or drought. So the division between trees and shrubs is 
anything but sharp . A United States Department of Agriculture text considers 
trees as "woody plants having one well-defined stem or trunk at least 2 inches in 
diameter at breast height, a more or less definitely formed crown of foliage, and a 
height of at least 10 feet. . . . Shrubs typically are the smaller woody plants, 
usually with several branches from the ground instead of one trunk." 

The following list includes some of the native shrubs in Oregon which some
times, though rarely, grow to tree size. On page 73 you will find a discussion of 
others which more frequently become tr ees. 

Big sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata) 
Indian plum ( Osniaronia cerasiformis) 
Manzanitas (Arctostaphylos) 
Mountain ashes (Sorbus) 
Oceanspray (Holodiscus discolor) 
Red-flowerin g currant (Ribes sanguineum) 
Red-osier dogwood ( C ornus stolonifera) 
Western dogwood ( C ornus occidentalis) 
Redstem ceanothus (Ceanothus sanguineus) 
Snowbrush or sticky laurel (Ceanothus velutinus) 
Tall Oregon grape (Mahonia aquifolium) 

THE DIVISION BETWEEN TREE~ 
ANO :SHRUBS IS HOT SHARP 
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Western 
Juniper 
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THE PRAIRIE HILLS 
LOOK LIKE POLKA DDT 
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THE WESTERN JUNIPER is known by everyone who lives 
in eastern Oregon. Junipers are small evergreen trees 

with thin shreddy bark, bluish "berries," and tiny scale-like 
leaves. The foliage is scratchy to the touch. Each scale has 
a tiny gland or pit on the back where there is, or was, a 
minute clear bead of resin. 

Juniper berries are really cones that never open. They 
take two years to mature and have a whitish coating that 
can be rubbed off. The resin inside these berries has a 
strong distinctive odor of its own. Home on the range 
means the scent of juniper and sage. 

Where juniper grows. In the "treeless" regions east 
of the Cascades, you are seldom out of sight of juniper. 
It touches endless miles of dry hills with a bit of color and 
life. The juniper polka-dots the landscape of eastern Ore
gon. 

Juniper is the "camel" of our trees. It can live with 
less water in dry climates than any other Oregon tree . 
Where it has moisture, the juniper will grow more than 
50 feet tall, and will be joined by ponderosa pine if rainfall 
is 12 inches or more. 

It's an imitator. Juniper is one of our most interest
ing trees. Have you ever noticed how the juniper has no 
typical form like other trees? It assumes different forms, 
as though to impersonate other trees. The juniper's color 
also makes it unusual and attractive. 



More about juniper. Junipers are among the old
est Oregon trees . In the great juniper groves of central 
Oregon some are 4 and 5 feet thick. Half -dead, gnarled 
and ghost-like , they tell of a tenacious struggle to survive 
where no other tree can. 

ANCIENT, GNARLED JUNIPERS 

IN DESCHUTES ARE SCENIC 

FEATURE This tree is often called Sierra juniper, but is listed 
as western junipe r in the United States Forest Service 
check list of nativ e trees. 

What juniper is used for. Fence posts of the dur
able juniper heartwood are said to outlast two post holes. 
Souvenir-type novelties are made from the fragrant, at
tractive wood, particularly around Bend, Oregon. Birds 
and small animals feast on the berries. ONE SPRIG FILLS ROOM LIKE 

BURNING INCENSE 

Other Oregon junipers. Four junipers are native to Oregon, but chances 
are you will see only the western. The other three are Rocky Mountain juniper, 
described below; common or dwarf juniper that grows like a matted vine on Cas
cade heights (and has also been found on the coast); and the California juniper 
that laps over into Jackson County . Resembling western juniper, the California 
type has much larger "berries," up to ½-inch diameter, and a deeply folded trunk. 

Western Juniper Rocky Mountain 
Juniper 

I 
I 

Dots of 
resin 

Common or 
Dwarf Juniper 

Rocky Mountain Juniper 

We know of one place where this 
common tree of the Rocky Mountains 
has strayed into Oregon. Oliver Mat
thews of Salem, Oregon's leading tree 
explorer, believes it is found only in 
the Wallowa River Valley. You can see 
them along the road to Wallowa Lake. 

Rocky Mountain juniper has a 
more pointed and narrow crown thari 
western juniper. The 'latter usually 
has a blunt or broken top. Rocky 
Mountain juniper has flattened or 
squarish twigs, scale-leaves in alternate 
pairs, and nonresinous foliage. West: 
em juniper has round twtgs, . Ieavr s in 
whorls of three, and resinous foliage. 
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Redwood and 
Giant Sequoia 
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TOP: REDWOOD BOTTOM: GIANT SEQUOIA 

THESE MAGNIFICENT Pacific Coast giants are not gener
ally regarded as Oregon trees. Yet, they are Oregon 

residents, and they have a place in this book. Universa lly 
admired, they stand at the top of the ent ire plant kingdom 
in size, age, and appeal to men. 

One species, redwood, ranges into Oregon. Curry 
County has over 3,000 acres of the redwood forest type 
and severa l groves of mature trees. 

The other species, giant sequoia, is native only to a 
narrow 250-mile belt about one mile high in the Sierra 
Nevada Mountains. Many giant sequoias have been 
planted as ornamenta ls in the Northwest. Some, near 
Portland, are approac hing 150 feet in height. 

Giant sequoia and redwood are closely re lated spe
des . They are different species of sequoia, just as lodge
pole and ponderosa are different species of pine. In 1847 
an Austrian botanist , End licher, recognized the species 
as belonging to a new genus to which he gave the name 
Sequoia . It honor s the Cherokee Indian, Sequoyah, who 
"invented an alphabet for Ind ians. 
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Redwood (Coast Redwood) 
The name .' The common name, redwood, is derived from the 

terra cotta color of the heartwood . The scientific name Sequoia 
sempervirens means "ever-living Sequoia," a particularly appropri
ate name, because, unlike other conifers, the redwood has ability to 
grow new trees from root sprouts. Most second growth redwoods 
originate as stump sprouts. 

How to know redwood. On mature twigs the leaves are 
needle-like, one-half to one inch long, and in two flat rows. Each is 
shaped like a wide, pointed, double-edged sword. Needles on a twig 
are of unequal lengths. The hard cones are generally under one 
inch long. The bark is distinctive: reddish brown , thick, fibrous, 
and deeply furrowed. 

Uses of redwood. Because of special qualities, the wood en
joys wide demand. It has color, beauty, great resistance to rot and 
termites, and other commercial assets. Further, lar ge sizes and clear 
material are available. House siding, interior paneling, glued-up 
structural timbers, and shakes are leading uses. Among the many 
specialty products we note are wine vats, greenhouses, foundation 
timbers, fences, and outdoor furniture. Bark products include in
sulation and chemicals. 

More redwood facts. Redwood forests total 1.7 million acres . 
A 1964 study classed one acre in five as old growth. Some 37% 
of the old growth volume, and 227,000 acres of the redwood forest, 
were publicly owned. Redwoods hold the world's record for tall 
trees. Growth is rapid-they have been known to shoot up 160 
feet and grow to a 40-inch diameter in 70 years. 

Giant Sequoia 
The name. The common name of giant sequoia merely trans

lates the Latin name Sequoia gigantea. Other common names often 
used are bigtree and Sierra redwood. 

How to know giant sequoia. The leaves are short, thick, 
and pointed-actually unlike the leaves of any other American tree . 
Cones are 2 to 3 inches long, about the size of a hen's egg, but at 
least twice as long as redwood cones. The bark is rather similar to 
that of the redwood . 

Giant sequoia is not harvested commercially. The tree grows 
only in groves of which there are 71 if we count the smallest. Each 
grove has a name, such as Giant Forest , Mariposa, or Big Stump. 
Nearly all groves are in public ownership. 

More about giant sequoia. Only trees that have been felled 
can have their ages ascerta ined. The oldest on record is about 3,200 
years old. It is believed that there are older ones. 

The great age and size of both species place them in a lofty 
world of their own, as the Greek gods dwelt on Mount Olympus 
apart from men. They are a great spiritual resource for they in
duce awe, humility, and reverence in short -lived man who stands 
in the dim light below the giants and is led to reflect upon the 
vastness and mystery of the universe and the smallness of his own 
works by comparison. 

The redwoods are believed to have existed in California for 
more than 40 million years. Fossil leaves found in Oregon are prac
tically identical with foliage today. 
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Pacific Yew 

i ___ J. __ 
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As YOU BECOME better acquainted with trees, you will ob
r'\ serve that they are much like people. The Pacific 
yew, for example, is not unlike some of the world's timid 
people. He likes to be inconspicuous. The yew is a retiring 
little fellow who prefers the deep shade under larger trees, 
or seeks to hide himself in thickets and brush. 

The yew is a small tree, usually not over 25 feet high. 
However, trees have reached 75 feet or more with 4-foot 
diameters. 

The fact that yew needles are both two-ranked and 
prickly tipped separates them from any companion coni
fers (hemlock and grand fir are two-ranked but not sharp
pointed). There is a resemblance to the redwood's needles, 
except yew needles have a thread-like stem. Of all ever
green needle-leaves, yew's are believed to be the darkest 
green. This feature enhances use of certain yews as orna
mentals, especially English yew. 

Our yew, the only one in western America, has a 
short, usually twisted trunk and a ragged , indefinite shape. 
Its sprawling branches just grope around in the shadows. 
The bark is special; you see purple, papery, easily de
tached scales beneath which the bark is clear rose-red or 
purple-red. 

Where the yew grows. The yew likes shady dells, 
stream banks, and moist flats at medium and low elevations. 



What yew is used for. Heavy, tough yew wood is 
superb for uses requiring resilience such as bows and 
canoe paddles. Yews of other lands furnished bows for 
ancient armies. The wood has a pretty rose-red color, but 
the small supply curtails commercial use. It is very dur
able in contact with the soil; large yew gateposts have 
sold for more than $5 each. 

Exception to the rule. We classify the yew as a 
coniferous tree but it is an exception to the cone-bearing 
rule. Instead of a cone it has a sweetish, fleshy fruit that 
looks like a big red huckleberry with a hole in the end. 
Birds go for it. Botanists call it an aril. 

The yew has male and female flowers on separate 
trees. If one tree is off by itself, pollination may not be 
possible and no seed will be produced. All conifers except 
yew and juniper have male and female flowers on the same 
tree and pollinate themselves. 

Mountain Hemlock 

OREGON has two hemlock species: the abundant and 
commercially important western hemlock and the less

er known mountain hemlock of the mountain snows. The 
latter is a tree of the high Cascades, often found at tim
berline braving the fury of mountain storms. Generally, it 
grows above the range of its brother, western hemlock, but 
not always. Oregon has a considerable stand of this species. 
As logging reaches the remote, high mountain ridges, 
mountain hemlock is harvested for pulp and lumber. You 
can see it is a "star spangled" tree, for needles clustered at 
the ends of the shorter twigs give the impression of stars . 

Mountain hemlock needles stand out from all sides 
of the twig, unlike the two-ranked needles of western hem
lock. Mountain hemlock needles are . not flat like those of 
the western hemlock, and its cones are usually two or three 
times as long. But it has a droopy leader like western 
hemlock. Foresters do not have to remember these details. 
They recognize the tree by its pr etty foliage. 

ARCHERY EQUIPMENT 

., 
%-INCH TWIG THICKLY 

CONE TUFTED 
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Western Hemlock 

SHORT NEEDLES 
POP OUT ON TOP 
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MOTHER NATURE put a waving banner at the very top 
of the western hemlock to make the identification of 

this tree easy. The leader, or highest tip, droops over like 
the end of a whip. All of the other trees that resemble hem
lock-the firs and spruces chiefly-have stiff, erect lead
ers. Our "cedars" have flexible leaders but their Hat sprays 
of scale-like leaves are unlike hemlock. 

To identify hemlock foliage, notice the short needles 
that pop out on top of the twig. The other needles are usu 
ally in ranks like soldiers but not those short ones-they 
are in disorder. Hemlock's needles are very flat, thin, and 
blunt-as blunt as the end of your finger. While they dif
fer in length noticeably, they average only one-half inch
the shortest needles in this region. 

Hemlock cones along with redwood's are the smallest 
of any borne by our needle-leaf trees . They are an inch or 
less in length. 



What hemlock is used for. Remember the fairy tale 
of Cinderella who was treated as a household drudge and 
later became a first lady of the land? Hemlock has a Cin
derella story because as late as 1930 lumberm en did not 
want it. Th ey could not market it, so immense volumes 
had to be wasted in logging since hemlock typically grows 
in mixture with other species. Hemlock now has top com
mercial ranking. No species excels it in quality and yield 
of pulp for the higher grade news, book, magazine, and 
tissue papers. Ours is an age of paper; few industries 
grow faster than paper making. After the industry devel
oped a method of removing bark by powerful water jets 
(hydraulic barking) , the prime pulp species got a boost. 
Bark is hard to remove and it is not used to make paper . 

Hemlock's superior lumber properties are now well 
known: high strength for its weight, fine texture, straight 
grain, stiffness, and freedom from pitch. Lumber uses fea
ture flooring , siding, interior paneling , cabinets, and furni
ture. Gym floors are frequently hemlock because the wood 
resists mechanical abrasion better than other softwoods. 
Hemlock wood becomes harder and darker with age, to 
resemble a hardwood. 

More about hemlock. Because hemlock endures 
heavy shade, its seedlings are able to come up under other 
trees and up through brush and weeds. Its shade tolerance 
enables trees to grow close together; therefore, abundantly 
watered forests which include hemlock grow more wood 
per acre than do other forests, except possibly the remark
able redwoods. Nine percent-about 47 billion board feet 
--of Oregon 's commercial timber is hemlock. This tree 
with its graceful feathery limbs is a sort of rainfall indi
cator. At 60 inches of rain per year it masses in dense, 
dark forests of the Coast and Cascade ranges. 

From seasoned hemlock limbs and knots, the Indians 
made wedges with which they hollowed out canoes and 
split boards for their houses. 

Hemlocks shower incredible numbers of far-flying 
seed so tiny that one pound will have 300,000 of them. 
Foresters have noted hemlock seedlings as thick as grass
even S million to the acre. The seeds seem to like to sprout 
on mossy logs and stumps . 

The more rain and fog , the more this tree seems to be 
at home. It loves deep shade and the crowding of neighbor 
tree s. 

THIRD IN OREGON TIMBER 

SUPPLY 

FINEST BOOK AND 
MAGAZINE PAPERS 
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The Alders 
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T HE ALDERS like moist surroundings 
and there are few creeks in western 

Oregon not overhung by them. Their 
peculiar woody cones identify the 
alders almost as surely as a flat tail 
identifies a beaver. They hang from the 
tree like miniature lanterns. 

Oregon has four alders : red, white, 
Sitka, and thinleaf. Knowing their 
ranges and leaf traits will help in sepa
rating one species from another; how
ever, only the red alder is abundant. 
Incidentally, alder leaves are shed while 
still green. Alders add nitrogen to the 
soil in the manner of legumes, and 
alder humus improves soil structure. 

~ed. 1fl~. S«4a, 
4d7~4' 

RED ALDER outnumbers all the other broadleaf 
trees in western Oregon and is our most important hard
wood. To identify red alder, look at its leaf. The edges are 
slightly rolled under and they are notched or toothed in ~ 
their own peculiar way-large and blunt. Other alders ~"'"" ~ _ _:; ~ ~ 
have spear-pointed, fine teeth. WATER L D VI N G 

Red alder has a gray-white trunk with black patches. It looks like a white 
post that a. boy with muddy hands and feet might have tried to climb. You can 
see and recognize this trunk from a distance. Tiny scale-like lichens growing on 
the bark add to its whiteness. Young tre es have greenish bark because the lichens 
are not yet growing on it. 

Where red alder gets its name. The sapwood of red alder takes on a red
dish stain when freshly cut. Young Indian bucks used to play sick by chewing 
the inner bark because the juice colors saliva as red as blood. 
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Where red alder grows. Red alder is ever 
present in the coastal fog belt where it climbs 
slopes for some distance in solid thickets. It is an 
aggressive seeder, a fast grower, and reaches "old 
age" at 50 to 60 years. This alder seldom goes 
above a 2,500-foot elevation. It is rare east of the 
Cascades. 

Valued for paper and furniture. The large, abun
dant red alder is commercially important. It grows fast in 
rich moist soil. Paper mills now lead in using alder . The 
wood is also valued for furniture, paneling, cabinets, and 
woodenware. Its wonderful machinability makes it an ideal 
material for toys and hundreds of novelties. Industrial use 
can increase; the alder supply is large and growing. 

WHITE ALDER is found on both sides of the Cas
cades, along streams. It occurs sparingly in the Willam
ette, Umpqua, and Rogue valleys. Apparently, few persons 
have looked for it. The white alder is very much like red 
alder but differs in these ways : 

* It is usually smaller; far Jess abundant. 
* The inner bark does not turn red when peeled. 
* It has brown bark that usually becomes scaly near 

the ground on older trees. 
White alder is the only Pacific alder having single-toothed 
leaves. Its finely toothed leaves are wavy edged, however, 
so that some edges come close to being double toothed. It 
is the only Pacific alder that flowers in midwinter. 

SITKA ALDER grows along cool mountain streams 
of the Cascade, Blue, and Wallowa mountains. It is prob
ably in the Coast Range too. Sitka chooses moist ground in 
higher country, often forms dense thickets, and is more 
often a shrub than a tree. Seeds have thin gauze -like 
wings, whereas other alder seeds lack definite wings. Sit
ka' s thin and papery leaves are sticky when young and 
often shine as though varnished. The best aid in distin
guishing this alder from others is the fringe-like appear
ance of its very fine, sharp teeth. 

THINLEAF (MOUNTAIN) ALDER occurs in 
the upper Cascades and eastward-the most common alder 
in eastern Oregon. It seeks light and is more likely to be in 
pure clumps than in mixture with other species. Leaves 
are double toothed, coarse-not fine like Sitka leaves. Bent 
leaf stems are characteristic. While more numerous above 
4,000 feet, thinleaf does follow streams to lower elevations. 
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RED ALDER 

WHITE ALDER LEAVES 

SITKA ALDER LEAVES 

THINLEAF ALDER 
LEAVES 
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Bigleaf 
Maple 

THREE MAPLES are 
native to Oregon: bigleaf, 
vine, and Douglas. All of 
them have winged seeds at
tached in pairs. These pairs 
of seeds are called "keys" 
by botanists, and they are 
indeed the keys to the iden
tity of the maples. 

Maple leaves also occur 
in pairs. The tree is said to 
have opposite leaves because 
one leaf is directly opposite 
the other on the twig. 

BIGLEAF MAPLE gets its name from the size of its leaves . 
They are usually 6 to 12 inches in diameter but can 

stretch to 15 inches on occasion. Of all the world's numer
ous maples, this one has the largest leaf. The leaf stem is 
extra long, and the only one of the North American ma
ples from which a milky juice can be squeezed. The seeds 
that are paired to form a V are also big. Unlike those of 
other maples, seed covers are hairy . 

Like an open hand. The leaf of the bigleaf maple 
resembles a human hand with the fingers outspread. The 
leaf has five main lobes; the hand has five fingers. 

Where bigleaf maple grows. One of the 
more common broadleaf trees of western Oregon , 
bigleaf prefers rich moist soil in the valleys and 
foothills. A forest-grown tree may develop a sur
prisingly long, clear trunk. The open-grown big
leaf looks entirely different, spreading out like 
an enormous bush. 
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Uses for bigleaf maple. Bigfeaf maple is probab ly 
the most common native shade tree in western Oregon. 
You will see it spreading a carpet of shade over parks and 
schoolyards and nestling over backyards like a broody hen . 

Its wood makes some of the most handsome furni
ture produced in the West. Furniture craftsmen keep their 
eyes open for the prized figured woods such as the quilted 
and curly grains in maple wood. Burls are prized for 
making veneer, and most of them go to Italy and France to 
be worked by skilled craftsmen. Commercial use of big-
leaf is very small in relation to the large timber supply, 
however. Experimenters have found that this tree will 
produce maple syrup, but our springs lack the cold nights 
and warm days that stimu late the heavy sap flow that is 
necessary. 

This tree produces huge crops of seed, and you will 
often see squirre ls, birds, and other small creatures en-
joying a picnic beneath a bigleaf maple. WHAT A BIG 

Douglas Maple 
IT IS EASY to know Oregon's three maples. This one's 

leaf is different. Just remember the small maple leaf 
with three main points. Its shape is like the maple leaf on 
the Canadian penny. The leaf is 2 to 4 inches long; the seed 
and wing about 1 inch long. Us ually this tree or shrub 
forms a clump of slender stems with up-pointing branches 
from 10 to 20 feet tall. 

Most plant students recognize the Douglas map le as a 
variety of the Rocky Mountain maple, a tree having more 
deeply cut (indented) leaves. It shows up more to the east 
of our state, but one authority has it occurring in eastern 
Oregon. The two forms are not easily separated; in fact, 
some tree books list only the Rocky Mountain form. The 
tree went by the name of dwarf maple in the past. 

The Douglas maple is the most common maple of eastern Oregon and is be
lieved to grow in the whole wooded portion of the state. However, it is hard to 
find in the Coast Range and some other areas. One good place to see it is along 
roads in the higher country of southern Oregon. The tree seems to like rocky 
places, canyon walls, an:d mountain creeks, yet often hides here and there in the 
deep woods. 
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Vine 
Maple 

VIN E MAPLE has a leaf that makes it easy to identify this 
star-spangled tree. Its seed wings take the shape of a 

canoe, its leaf is a pinwheel, and some stems are like vines. 
No other tree or shrub in the Northwest woods equals its 
glowing fall colors. This half shrub, half tree is always 
wearing something red-red leaves, twigs and shoots, and 
reddish seed wings. 

,---~ 

Where vine maple grows. Look for vine maple as 
an und erstory tree or shrub. A very tolerant tree, it sur
vives heavy shade. You seldom see one taller than 25 feet 
or stand ing erect with a straight trunk. When timber trees 
are logged, presto-vine maple may completely occupy the 
best tree-growing land. 

Octopus of the brush. In heavy shade the older vine 
map le will have long, crooked stems creeping over the 
gro und in search of light. Limbs occasiona lly root where 
they touch the ground. To northwest woodsmen, there is 
no obstacle course like a vine maple thicket. Over a cen
tury ago French-Canadian trappers called it "devi l wood." 
But woodsmen use vine maple for pot hooks, reflectors, 
and cooking sticks . It will not bum well when green . 
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Black (Douglas) 
Hawthorn 
THE HAWTHORNS are a very large 

and confusing group, but Oregon 
has only one native species that is wide
spread-black ( or Douglas) hawthorn, 
also known as black haw. This haw
thorn is found along fence rows, on 
the edges of fields and roads, and in 
open places in woodlots. In eastern 
Oregon it follows the creeks out into 
the dry country, mixing with other 
small trees. It likes moist locations; 
it may be a small tree, or a shrub in 
thickets. 

The black hawthorn can be identi
fied by its strong thorns and by the 

toothed leaves that sometimes start to divide into lobes. It has white blooms and 
clusters of fruit like little black olives. About the only other native tree with 
which it might be confused is the Oregon crab apple. 

The Columbia hawthorn, found in northern Oregon east of the Cascades, 
has thorns twice as long as the black type and produces a red fruit. 

Oregon Crab Apple 
A LL OF THE cultivated apples were devel-

1"'\. oped from small, bushy trees known 
as wild apples or crab apples. Oregon crab 
apple is the only apple native to the Pa- " 
cific Coast. We have it only in western ! , -

Oregon . It is common in coastal thickets, 
and it likes fence rows and edges of woods. 

Oregon crab apple would be a snap to 
identify except for the black hawthorn. 
They look alike, but black haw goes east of 
the mountains and crab apple does not. 
Distinguish these two by the needle-like 
thorns of the haw; crab app le has sharp 
spurs - but nothing you could call a true 
thorn . The crab apple leaf varies-some 
times has shallow lobes, other times not. 
The crab has ¾-inch pinkish "cherries," 
that are edible but sharp tasting . The flow
ers, of course, are apple blossoms. 
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The Oaks 

WHITE OAK RANGE 

WHITE OAK 

0 REGON has three oaks of tree size and the tanoak, a 
tree that is almost an oak. They all live west of the 

Cascades except for white oak outposts that appear east of 
Mt. Hood from The Dalles south into Tygh Valley. 

► The only native oak found north of Eugene is the 
Oregon white oak. 

► Acorn goes with the oak like "quack" with "duck." 
If the tree has an acorn, it's an oak-or a tanoak. After ROUNDED LOBES 

you know the tree you are looking at is an oak, you can ON WHITE OAKS 

tell by its leaf which species it is. 
► The oaks are divided into two classes: white oaks 

and black ( or red) oaks. White oaks have leaves with 
rounded lobes; black oaks have spine-tipped leaves. Black 
oak wood is less resistant to decay than white oak. The 
pith (center) in oak twigs is star shaped. 

► The lion stands for courage, and the oaks stand 
for strength. Oaks have a world-wide reputation for phys
ical sturdiness because of their powerfully built trunks and 
limbs. 

Southwestern Oregon ha s four other oaks so rare 
you will probably never see one. The Brewer oak, a variety 
of white oak, the Sadler oak, and the huckleberry oak, 
known by its huckleberry-like leaves, are shrubs only. The SPINE-TIPPED LOBES 

oracle oak may grow to be a low tree . ON BLACK OAKS 
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Oregon White Oak 

r- XPLORER DAVID DouGLAS noted low hills of the Wil
C lamette Valley covered by oaks. That was in 1826, and 
today oak groves still add to the character and charm of 
the Valley. Oregon white oak grows on foothills and valley 
floors of western Oregon. It occurs in the Siskiyou Moun
tains but seldom ventures west of the Coast Range summit. 

You can recognize it. No other oaks of the North
west have rounded lobes. Some white oak leaves are slightly 
pointed, as our picture shows, but not spine tipped. This 
oak can be recognized by its shape. Open-grown ones, be
fore middle age, have a "trimmed" look. In old age, the 
short, massive trunk and heavy limbs are unmistakable . 
When winter bares their craggy crowns, many are seen to 
be inhabited by mistletoe. On dry hills where it often 
grows, white oak is short and scrubby. A stubby trunk dis
appears into a mass of limbs. But on good va lley land it 
ordinarily grows 60 feet and taller. The State Fair grounds 
at Salem have great spreading white oaks, as do many 
other landscaped areas. 

Little used commercially. Oregon white oak has a 
good quality wood suitable for flooring, furniture, ship
building, crossties, and many other uses. It has been little 
used, probably because eastern forests provide ample sup
plies of oak and our trees tend to be scattered and short 
trunked. A heartwood post near Eugene lasted for 100 
years, showing how durable the heart is. As a fuel, white 
oak is unsurpassed; it burns clean and makes a lasting fire. 

More about white oak. Garry oak is another com
mon name for this tree. Because Nicholas Garry, secre
tary of the Hudson's Bay Company, helped botanist Doug
las, his nam e is remembered . 

All kinds of woodland creatures eat white oak acorns. 
Indians gathered them for food. The leaves have a pro 
tein content almost equal to alfalfa hay and are browsed 
by livestock, mule deer, and other animals. After a dis
astrous snowfall in 1880, Willamette Valley settlers saved 
many of their catt le by feeding them white oak twigs and 
bark. 

GNARLED, MOSS- BEARDED OLD 

ONES CONJURE UP WORLD OF 

ELVES AND SMALL FOREST 

FOLKS 
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California 
Black Oak 

BLACK OAK ACORNS 
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T HE SHARPLY POINTED and bristle-tipped leaf of the 
California black oak will distinguish it from other Pa

cific oaks. For a broadleaf this tree grows large-up to 85 
feet high with a trunk 40 inches in diameter. As a group, 
black oaks like the sun and like to live where it is warm and 
dry. Black oak appears more frequently as you near Cali
fornia. Douglas, Josephine, and Jackson counties contain 
nearly all the black oaks in Oregon. Viewed at a slight 
distance, the trees resemble maples, because of their rather 
rounded crowns and shiny, dark green leaves with pointed 
lobes. The tree seldom grows straight, but leans like a 
sailor who has not found his "land legs." The name refers 
to the very dark bark of older trees . 

The black oak acorn has a deep cup. The Oregon 
white oak acorn, on the other hand, has a shallow cup
it wears a little beret. An interesting but sometimes con
fusing fact about acorns : They are not all alike even on 
the same tree. White oak acorns mature in one year, black 
oak acorns in two years. 

The California woodpecker does a curious thing to 
this tree. He drills holes in the bark just right to hold the 
acorns, and hammers in the acorns. Many such "food lock
ers" are seen in Jackson County. 

Uses of black oak. Today the black oak is used prin
cipally for fuelwood. But it has possibilities for flooring, 
furniture, hardware, and various other products. Like the 
black oaks in general, California black oak trees tend to 
develop rot with age. 



Canyon 

Live Oak 

CANYON LIVE OAK has a split personality. Two 
kinds of leaves grow on the same tree and both 

kinds are small. One leaf looks very much like holly. 
The other leaf has a smooth edge, or it may have sev
eral points along the edge that look slightly mis
placed. The younger the tree, the more holly-like 
leaves it will have. 

This tree 's name tells us something important 
about it. Live oak refers to an oak that is evergreen 
-it stays green all winter. Canyon refers to the 
place where this oak is most often found-it likes 
to grow along canyon sides and bottoms. 

Canyon live oak has soft, scaly bark like Oregon 
white oak, but it is a black oak just the same. 

Along canyon bottoms or other places where it 
has favorable soil and moisture, canyon live oak may 
reach 80 feet in height. Like most other trees, it as
sumes a shape according to the space in which it has to 
grow . The live oaks are southerly trees celebrated for 
their wide, spreading crowns. When growing in the 
open on good ground, our live oak remembers the 
family habit-it is broad of crown and short of 
trunk. Most of them, however, are in rough country 
where they appear as low trees or as brush on the 
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dry mountainside. One of the local names is maul oak from the fact that farmers 
and loggers once sought the extremely heavy and tough wood to make mauls. The 
wood was used also for axles and wheels for wagons . The canyon live oak is not 
a commercial timber at present. Dense, shining foliage and attractive form rec
ommend it as an ornamental. 
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Tanoak 

DENSIFLORU 
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SCIENTIFIC NAME: 

LITHOCARPUS DENSIFLORUS 

TANOAK has an acorn that is really different. Bristles 
stick out around the cup. Mature leaves of the tanoak 

are thick and leathery, with shallow creases like a wash
board road. The leaf margins have teeth, although not very 
prominent ones. 

Look closely. To identify this species remember the 
feel and the shape of its evergreen leaf : leathery, fuzzy, 
and bluntly pointed. Tanoak resembles chinkapin when 
both trees are covered with their striking white flowers. 
But the chinkapin leaf, with its smooth margins and a 
conspicuous yellow coating underneath, is readily dis
tinguished. 

The tanoak is not a true oak species, but it is closely 
related. Its proper homeland is the coastal fog belt where 
trees often reach 3 feet in diameter and 90 feet in height. 
Shrub forms go high into the Siskiyou Mountains. 

ONCE USED IN 
TANNING 

Curry County has tanoaks. Oregon's impressive volume of tanoak saw
timber--close to 2 billion feet-is concentrated in Curry County. The Oregon 
Forest Research Laboratory says the wood is fine for hardwood plywood, floor
ing, furniture, and other products. Commercial use of this timber has been small, 
but it could develop. 

Tanoak, the name tells us, once tanned hides (but always lost its own hide). 
Count less trees were peeled to extract tannin from the bark. The leather industry 
now gets tanning materials more inexpensively elsewhere. 
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Golden 
Chinkapin 

C HINKAPIN has a spiny burr that you 
will not confuse with the fruit of any 

other tree. The burrs contain yellowish 
brown nuts that are good to eat. Few hu
mans know their taste for they are 
guarded as though surrounded by porcu
pines . But chipmunks and squirre ls know 
exactly how to gain entry. 

Golden chinkapin . This name means something be
cause chinkapin's leaves are coated with golden yellow 
scaliness underneath. It is so distinctive that you will know 
it when you see it. The leaves are evergreen, leathery, 2 to 
4 inches long, and tapered at both ends. The creamy, white 
flowers continue to bloom throughout the summer and 
make the tree conspicuous, especially where it is shrubby 
and all the flowers are near eye level. They are arranged in 
fluffy spikes that stick out stiffly in various directions, a 
little like the pegs on a clothes tree. Their odor, spreading 
a trace of muskiness, makes itself known. 

Chinkapin , a tree of California and Oregon , occurs 
over most of western Oregon below 5,000 feet and at 
points on the east slopes of the Cascades. In northwest 
Oregon and in high country, it is a low shrub and fre
quently grows in thickets. In the counties from Benton 
south, trees 80 to 100 feet tall and up to 4 feet in diameter 
are sometimes found. Looking like ornamentals, the shiny, 
dense pyramids of chinkapin stand out on forested hills, 
especially when many other broadleafs are bare. Forest
grown specimens on favorable sites tend to have straight 
trunks rather like the conifers. 

Other features. Chinkapin has excellent qualities for furniture making and 
for hardwood plywood. No more than occasional use by mills is expected because 
timber-size trees are not abundant at any one place. 
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SCOULER WILLOW 

The Willows 

Sud p,od,coogt .... ,. ~ J 
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Pollen 
produc1no 
cotk1n 

Catkin with 
seed pods 

SITKA WILLOW FLOWERS 
AND FRUIT 

"THE WINO IN THE WILLOWS" 
CLASSIC CHILDREN 'S BOOK 

ALL OF OUR NATIVE WILLOW species may grow as shrubs, but perhaps a dozen 
J-\. in the Northwest can grow to small tree size. Willows are everywhere, but 
especially along stream banks and on wet ground. Some are even found near the 
timberline as prostrate shrubs. 

How to know a willow. To know that a tree is a willow is easy; to identify 
a particular willow species is very, very difficult. One willow resembles others, 
leaves within a species vary, and species may interbreed (hybridize) . We suggest 
learning only the genus, or group, by the characteristics discussed in the following 
paragraphs. 

The willows can be readily distinguished from other trees by their narrow 
winter buds that are covered by a single cap-like scale or hood. Who has not col
lected "pussy willows," the opening flowers of willow and the earliest harbingers 
of spring? 

Willows have tiny, ear-shaped growths ( or false leaves) at the bottom of 
each leaf stem. Most species have these growths only in the spring or early sum
mer. Although two big words-aromatic and astringent-are applied to the inner 
bark, tasting it is harmless. It tastes very bitter. 

Willow fruits, like those of the poplars, consist of capsules strung out on a 
stem. Each capsule contains tiny cotton-covered seeds that float through the air 
with the greatest of ease. You must have seen them on spring or summer days. 

Most willows have slim, gracefully pointed leaves, curved like the candle 
flame an artist draws for Christmas cards. 

Uses of willows. Foresters are occasionally surprised to find a willow with 
a log-size trunk, but no western species provides commercial timber. Introduced 
ornamentals such as the weeping willow and the golden willow are well known. 
Willows stand water as well as any tree we have, and even grow well on poorly 
drained land. They sprout easily from stumps and even from pieces of branch or 
root. 
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If you are camping, remember to look for willow wood. It is an even-burn
ing, superior hardwood for fires and camp stoves. Willow is short-lived, so dead 
trees or limbs are always available. The slender twigs from willow sprouts or 
rods produced in one season have great strength and flexibility. Literature of yes
terday called them osiers. Baskets made from willow twigs were probably the 
earliest manufactures of primitive man. 

Have you ever noticed a brilliant yellow haze hanging over creeks or draws 
in late winter? It is the colorful stems of the osiers reminding us that spring is 
near. 

Willows may be small and humble, but they grow abundantly where the ani
mals gather, as all must have water. Rabbits, mice, beaver, grouse, and a host of 
other small folk eat willow bark; deer and even livestock browse stems. While we 
may not notice the willows, other eyes do not overlook them. 

Scouler (mountain) willow. This willow is found throughout the Pacific Northwest, 
and it probably is the commonest willow in all western North America. It is known also as 
mountain willow because it not only grows at low elevations but up in the mountains . Should 
you be surprised to encounter a log-sized willow deep in the westside forest, it is probably 
the one named after exploring Scottish naturalist John Scouler. 

Pacific (black) willow. A black-barked tree (or large shrub) around wet places, often 
20 or 30 feet high, and very abundant west of the Cascades. A similar variety is found east 
of the Cascades . The slim, pointed leaves feature a curving, off-center twist . A tree of low or 
moderate elevations. 

Peachleaf willow. A tree-size willow seen along streams and around farm homes east 
of the Cascades. The leaves are very similar to those of Pacific willow. 

Hooker willow. This is a beach willow found along the full length of the Northwest 
coast, and seldom found more than 5 miles from salt water. Its location and wide leaf im
prove chances of identification. 

Northwest willow. This willow and its close relative, the river willow, are sometimes 
called sandbar willows. They have notably long, narrow leaves, even 10 to 15 times as long 
as wide. 

Sitka willow. The sitka or silky willow is mainly in and west of the Cascades but may 
stray eastward into the Wallowas . Some leaves have the blunt-pointed outline of a pear. 

Other tree willows in Oregon. The Northwest has several more willows that can 
reach tree size. But remember that all of our willows may be shrubs, and most that you see 
will be shrubs. 

WILLOW TIIADEMARKS 
A PUSSY WILLOW FLOWERS 
B EARS ON YOUNG LEAF STE!olS 
C HOOD·LIKE SCALE 

Pacific Scouler Northwe1t Sitko 

2·-, - 2·-·· 2"- 4" 3"-5 " 

Common leaf fypes 

Hooker PtochlHf Arroyo 

2· . , • 2•.5• 2'l;.s " 

Common l•of types 
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The Poplars-
?Hemd.e,4 o/ ~ "3(/ifto(,(,t ?amttt, 

Now WE HAVE a problem in names. Pop lar is a broad name that takes in all the 
species of the genus Populus. This group is a bran ch of the willow fami ly 

( Salicaceae). 
The black cottonwood, or northern black cottonwood, is the principal poplar 

nat ive to Oregon . The only other native poplar ( except the rare narrowleaf cot
tonwood of the Steens Mountain area) is the aspen. 

~ I ~-• 
NARROWLEAF 
COTTONWOOD 

EAS TERN 
COTTONWOOD 

POPLAR FACTS 

GRAV 
POPL AR 

Int roduced poplars. We have some well
known introduced poplars. The Lombardy poplar, 
like an upraised finger on the landscape, gets at
tent ion anywhere. Settlers in eastern Oregon 
planted certain popla rs they already knew. Thus 
came the native eastern cottonwood and the spread
ing Carolina poplar, a long cultivated hybrid . Also 
in Oregon is the Europea n white poplar, known by 
its small, maple-like leaf undercoated with a snow
white down. Silver and Bolleana poplars are its 
varieties, while the gray poplar is believed to be a 
hybrid of white poplar and European aspen. Sev
era l hybrid poplars have been introduced for wind
breaks. Pop lars are liked for beauty and quick 
growth, but their greedy, invading roots often in
jure drains and lawns. City conditions tend to 
favor other shade and ornamental trees. 

These traits generally go with poplars : 
► Fast growing, water demanding . 
► Triangu lar, "fluttery" leaves. 
► Bitter, astringent bark. 
► Light, soft, white wood; a tough wood, however. 

Pop lars, like willows, bear male and fema le flowers, each on 
separate trees . The flowers are conspicuous drooping catkins. When 
fertilized by insects, the female flowers develop small hard capsule 
fruits on a hang ing thread -like stem . The capsules split open and 
fill the air with "cotton"-tiny seeds each with a tuft of white hairs . 
Ma le trees are selected for shade and landscaping to avoid the 
unsightly "cotton" showered all over the place by female trees. 

Poplars and willows are well equipped to reproduce. They are 
vigorous sprouters and often spread by sending up shoots (suckers) 
from the roots. To grow a poplar, take a fresh green switch, 16 
to 20 inches long, from a young branch or shoot. Stick it into moist 
ground with the buds upright . Green shoots often spring from A CUTTING STUCK 
poplar logs piled up by a pulp mill. IN THE GROUND 
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Black Cottonwood 
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KNOW THE BLACK COTTONWOOD by its leaf, one of the 
most graceful of all leaves. It tapers like a slim pear 

and has finely toothed edges. The leaves flash their silvery 
white undersides when stirred by the wind-something 
you can notice from a distance. There is perfume all 
around when the long, shiny buds open. They are coated 
with a sweet-smelling balsam that is responsible for local 
names of "balm" or "barn." 

The taller broadleafs lining western Oregon rivers 
are usually this species. It is the tallest western broadleaf 
tree-giants 7 feet thick and 200 feet high were known 
in the Columbia River flats. Black cottonwood is also a 
familiar tree along streams east of the Cascades. 

Along the Oregon Trail. To pioneers on the old 
Oregon Trail the cottonwood was a most important tree. 
For nearly 1,000 miles of their journey it was the only 
shade tree to be found. Cottonwoods still help make prairie 
farms and villages attractive. Although used a little for 
lumber and excelsior, cottonwood is always in demand for 
paper making. In fact, the earliest forest tree plantings 
of this region were cottonwoods set out along the Willam
ette River near Oregon City in 1901 to supply a pulp mill 
there. 

IN THE SPRING COTTONWOOD 

PERFUMES THE AIR 

COTTONWOODS-THERES 
WATER AND SHADE 
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Quaking 
Aspen 

TRUNK HAS NICE 
WHITE COLOR 

ROM OCEAN 
TO OCEAN 

ASPEN GROWS in more states than any other tree, but we find it only in scat
tered areas in Oregon and nowhere in abundance. It occurs in our upper 

Cascades and eastward, especially liking mountain streams, moist slopes, openings 
in the woods, and edges of mountain lakes and meadows. Anywhere from 20 to 
80 feet tall, you may also see aspen as undergrowth of pine forests bordering the 
Oregon desert. Aspens are extremely scarce in western Oregon woods; the 
woodsman who stumbles upon them can consider himself a discoverer. 

A beginner learns to know aspen without trying; like a person, it stands out 
because of a definite personality. You remember the smooth, greenish-white bark
often chalky white-with black bumps. But the leaf has the gimmick that identifies 
aspen-a ribbon-shaped, flexible leaf stem that is flattened at right angles to the 
leaf blade ( see the photograph above). The slightest breath of wind sets the leaves 
to dancing. The dainty aspen is conversational; its leaves whisper to the winds. 
Those same leaves daub the mountains with yellow gold in October. 

Important to wildlife. Although bitter as quinine to our taste, the inner 
bark of aspen is the beaver's favorite food. He stores aspen cuttings for winter 
meals. Many other animals eat the bark and buds ; large animals, including live
stock, browse the shoots and sprouts. 
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OREGON ASH has two features seldom associated with 
our broadleaf trees: A compound leaf and opposite 

branching. ( See page 10.) The thick twigs of ash, always 
opposite (in pairs) at each joint, show clearly when the 
branches are bare and distinguish this tree from others. 

Fruit, bark, and size. An easy way to identify the 
ash is by its fruit, called a samara. The seed with its wing 
is shaped just like a canoe paddle. Ash bark is criss-crossed 
with ridges and resembles a closely woven net. This tree 
grows as large as the white oak and in some locations will 
reach 70 to 80 feet in height. It likes the plentiful moisture 
of stream banks, sloughs, and rich lowlands. 

Sportsman's wo od. Ash is the sportsman's wood. 
Baseball bats, oars, arrows, skis, and many other kinds of 
sports goods are made from eastern ash. Oregon ash has a 
similar wood that has at times made furniture, flooring, 
skis, oars, and paneling. Since eastern hardwoods are plen
tiful and our ash is scattered, commercial use will be small. 
Ash makes a clean, long-burning fire. 

Look at an axe handle or baseball bat and you will 
notice the wide wood rings. Wide rings indicate growth 
during youth. Ash wood of this sort is stronger than that 
from narrow-ring wood and is preferred for the manufac
ture of sports equipment and tools. 

Oregon 
Ash 

OPPOSITE BRANCHING 
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Oregon
myrtle 
{California
laurel) 

OREGON-MYRTLE is 
marked by three character
istics: the odor of its 
leaves, olive-shaped fruit, 
and densely matted foliage. 
When bruised, myrtle leaves 
give off a powerful scent of 
camphor. If inhaled deeply, 
it pains the sinuses . To 
overcome chill, Hudson's 
Bay Company trappers made 
a comforting tea from myrtle 
leaves. 

~---,,.~l"~ 
~~ -

SOMETIMES BALL:LIKE 
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MYRTLE OFTEN grows in the shape of a big pincushion 
when out in the open. It seems to hunch itself into 

a ball for protection against the wind. But in the forest 
myrtle grows straight and tall. Oregon-myrtle can be a 
big tree with a trunk 5 feet through, but most mature 
trees are about 2 feet in diamet er at breast height. It is an
other of our evergreen broadleaf s like madrone and chin
kapin. 

What's in a name? On the north side of the Oregon
California sta te line this tree is always called Oregon
myrtle. On the south side of the line no one would think 
of calling it anything but California-laurel. 

Actually the tree is not a myrtle ( M yrtaceae family), 
so it cannot be related to the ornamental myrtles or the 
Holy Land myrtle. Nor is it a true laurel ( Laurus genus), 
although a distant kinship exists since it is in the laurel 
family (Lau raceae). From the true laurel of southern 
Europe, ( Laurus nobilis), the Greeks made crowns to 
signify victory and honor. 



A famous wood. California -laure l is the approved 
common name, but the tree is in business to stay as Ore
gon-myrtle, or "myrtlewood." It is a marvelous wood for 
carving, one that is beaut iful, easily worked with tools, 
and polishes like marble. Dozens of small woodworking 
shops in southwestern Oregon turn out bowls, trays, and 
other products. In machining qualities the wood equa ls the 
very best American hardwoods, and it is in demand for 
furniture, cabinets, paneling, veneer, and gunstocks. 

Finished myrtlewood is the highest priced of west
ern hardwoods. The big celebration in 1869 marking com
pletion of the first transcontinental railroad tells us some
thing about the fame of thi s distinctive wood. The golden 
spikes were driven into a hand some railroad tie of polished 
rnyrtlewood. 

Water (Red) 
Birch 

WATER OR RED BIRCH is a delicate tree of light foliage growing along streams in 
wooded areas of eastern Oregon. The common habit is a cluster of stems 15 

to 20 feet tall, but northeast Oregon's higher rainfall can double these heights . 
Its leaf is rather round and has coarse teeth-not unlike a circular saw. Birch 
cones look like fat caterpillars and fall during the summer scattering tiny, two
winged seeds. 

The most widely known birches have white, papery bark. But not the red 
birch. Its shiny, copper-brown bark is distinctive. Young twigs are green and 
covered with bright dots of resin. Remember, this small tree is the only birch to be 
seen in Oregon-except rarely in the northeast corner of the state where the 
northw estern paper birch is found. The paper birch , a northerly tree, has leaves 
more pear shaped than round and a layer type of bark. It can be seen along the 
Minam River. 
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Cascara 
Buckthorn 

THE WORD "cascara" means 
"bark" in Spanish . The name prob
ably came from the early Spanish 
explorers who learned of the me
dicinal properties from California 
Indians. Cascara bark contains 
a powerful drug that is used to 
make laxatives and tonics. The 
Northwest alone produces the en
tire world supply . Synthetics have 
reduced demand moderately, but 
ca scara is used in so many drugs 
all over the world that a steady 
fut u re demand is predicted. A tree 
6 in ch es in diameter at breast 
height will produce 12 to 15 
pounds of bar k, dry weight
enough t o furnish one dose each 
to more than 2,000 people. 

ONE DETAIL will identify the cascara buckthorn- its 
naked buds. O ther tree buds have an armor of close

fitting scales, but cascara's are shielded only by a fuzz of 
rus ty bro wn hair s. Th e oblong leaf is also distinctive. Fee l 
the veins-t hey stick out like the ribs of a boat. Grouse, 
raccoons, and other wildli fe take the cherry- like fr uit s be
fore we see much of them. Gree n or red at fir st, they ripen 
to a blue-black color. Th e hard seed inside is not digested, 
and birds serve to scatter them beside roads and fields and 
along fence rows. Casca ra has a smooth gray bark resem-
bling young alder. 

An understory tree. Cascara likes moist locations 
and is par tial to deep shade. It mixes with the maples and 
red alder in western Or egon, and reaches a 
height of 20 to 40 feet under the better mois
tur e conditions- if it has escaped the bark 
peelers. 

Cascara conservation . Cascara spr out s 
vigoro usly when cut , if the stump is not peeled. 
Bark peelers, therefore, will perpetuate their 
business by cutting down the tree befo re strip 
ping it, so that the stump is not peeled. 
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Serviceberries 

► The best identification is the 
small, roundish leaf with the upper half 
sawtoothed. A sharp-pointed bud may 
be a clue in winter. 

► A claw-like appearance of the 
flower petals is noticeable. 

► The fruits are really miniature 
apples about the size of large huckle
berries. They are red to black, accord
ing to ripeness, and, like apples, they 
are marked on top by remains of the 
flowers. 

SERVI CEBERRIES unfailingly draw attention in ear ly spr ing with one of the 
earliest flower shows seen in our woods--numerous small clusters of snowy 

white blossoms. They are found throughout Oregon growing on all kinds of 
ground, from moist lowlands of western Oregon to dry mountain slopes east of 
the Cascades. Some may reach 30 feet in height, but they are most commonly 
found in shrubby form and often in thickets. Overbrow sing by deer, elk, or live
stock may cause stubby, dwarfed growth. Two species, Pacific and Sa skatoon , 
infrequently reach tree size; two additional shrubby species occur in Oregon. 
These species are hard to separate. 

Indians dried and packed the berries for winter use and also pounded them 
with meat to make pemmican. Bears are especially fond of serviceberries-but so 
are other mammals and birds. 

California 
(Western) Hazel 
IN WESTERN OREGON, California hazel is a 

very common shrub that resembles the cultivated 
filbert (page 84). Look for a dozen or more switch
like stems that rise, thicket-like, from the same 
roots. If the ground is rich and moist, the main 
stems may become 25 to 30 feet tall and 6 inches in 
diameter. Wherever there is brush in the Douglas
fir region, "hazelbrush" is probably there. 

Recognizing California hazel 
In summer, the leaf is rather distinctive because of its 

out line, a wrinkled appearance, and a velvety feel under
neath . No other fruit in the woods resembles the haze lnuts (filberts) in their green, rough, 
hairy, beaked husks, 1 to 2 inches long, in pairs, held at odd angles at the ends of the twigs. 

In winter, the male catkin s, about 2 inches long, hanging from the bare branches are eye
catchi ng. The twigs are zig-zaggy. 
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Pacific Madrone 

MAYBE IT WtLL BE 
USEO SOMEDAY 
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A BOTA N IST who accompanied the explorer George Van
couver to Br itish Columbia in 1792 first described 

the Pacific madrone in these words : "Its pecu liar smooth 
bark of a reddish brown color will at all times attract the 
notice of the most superficial observer." Madrone is 
quickly identifi ed-even from a distance-by the bright 
brownish color of its twigs, limbs , and upp er stems . It is 
ju st as easily spotted by the way bark is always peeling off 
those upper stems. 

It is sometimes said that madrone shreds its bark 
instead of its leaves , although the leaves are shed, too, 
along about the middle of their second summer. Madrone is 
an evergreen re lated to the rhododendron and has the same 
kind of thick, leathery leaves . Clusters of orange-red ber
ries appear in the fall, each like a tiny orange. Birds feast 
on them. 

This tree is most interesting for its handsom e appear
ance. It is often transplanted to gardens and parks. 

Success story coming up? A start has been made in 
commercial use of the wood. The madrone tree occurs in a 
coastal belt 75 to 100 miles wide. There are large trees in 
southw estern Oregon, and over one billion feet of saw
timber size. The Oregon Forest Research Laboratory 
says few hardwoods anywhere in the world have the qual
ities of madrone wood . An att ract ive cherry color, good ma
chining qualities, fine gra in, and a handsomely figured 
veneer all make it suitable for furniture and specialty uses. 



Elders or 
Elderberries 

ELDERS, or ELDERBERRIES, are 
small trees or shrubs usually 10 to 20 
feet high, growing in clumps of several 
stems. When conditions are favorable, 
individuals may reach 30 feet or even 
higher. They are easily recognized in 
the leafy season by their compound 
leaves, by brightly colored berries, or 
by the flowers. Elders have a large soft 
pith, a fact known to youngsters of 
yesterday who hollowed out the stems 
to make whistles and pop guns. 

BLUEBERRY ELDER 

Blueberry Elder or Blue Elderberry grows throughout the state and has 
these characteristics : 

► Prefers to grow in the open-a very definite trait. 

► Frequents forest openings, fields, and roadsides. 

► Blooms all summer long ; has fragrant, large, flat-topped flower clusters of creamy
white color. 

► Produces, for fruit , bunches of blue berries with white coatings. Although eaten regu
larly by Indians and sometimes made into jellies nowadays, the raw berries are not tasty. 

Redberry Elder or Pacific Red Elderberry grows 
west of the Cascades only and abundantly along the coast. 
It has these characteristics: 

► Prefers shade. 

► Has yellow-white flowers in rounded or pyramid al bunches. 

► Blooms in the spring; not through the summer. 

► Produces fruits much like grapes, sporting one of the finest 
reds ever seen in any forest-definitely not edible. 

RED ELDERBERRY 

ROUNDED OR PYRAMIDAL 
CLUSTERS 

Blackhead Elder, a third elder, seldom reaches the IO-foot height entitling 
it to be called a tree . It grows in eastern Oregon, generally at higher levels anq 
esl?ecially in northeastern Oregon mountains. It has black berries. A fourth shrub
form elder is found in the Cascades. 
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Wild 
Cherries 
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TASTES LIKE QUININE 

BITTER CHERRY 

CHOKEC HERRIE S 
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BITTER CHERRY 

OREGON'S WILD CHERRIES have the same shiny brown 
twigs and finely saw-toothed leaves you associate 

with domestic cherry trees. Indians polished strips of 
cherry bark to a rich red to brighten their basketry. Bark 
of all cherries has a bitter taste. All our species tend to be 
shrubby and th icket-forming in the drier country. The 
bountiful white flowers are guaranteed to catch the eye. 

Bitter che rry. You find bitter cherry throughout 
O regon, but more common ly west of the Cascades. In our 
rain forests it may grow to small log size. 

Common chokeche rry . Common chokecherry is oc
casionally found in western Oregon and is all over eastern 
Oregon. The tree student must look closely to tell it from 
bitter cherry. Look for these features: 

► Chokecherries grow in long clusters rather like 
grapes. Bitter cherries are borne in small clusters along the 
branches (seethe picture) . 

► Chokecherry has two pinhead -sized nodules or 
glands on the leaf stem . Bitter cherry has the two projec
tions on the base of the leaf blade, although just barely so. 

► Chokecherry has a scaly bark, hard to peel. Bitter 
cherry has a smooth bark , the outer easily separating from 
the inner. Lenticels (horizontal cracks) show prominently 
on bitter cherry bark of all ages, but not on older bark of 
chokecherry. Fruits of bitter cherry are not edible, but 
chokecherries were eaten by Indians. While absorbed in 
eating chokecherries , the Indian woman Sacajawea was 
captured by another tribe and taken east where Lewis and 
Clark found her. 

Kl amath plum. The Klamath plum of Klamath and 
Lake counties is our third wild cherry. Superb, tart pre
serves are made from its inch-long fruit. The big, purplish 
plum identifies the species. Many leaves tend to a circular 
outline. 



Curlleaf 
Cercocarpus 
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T HE MOUNTAIN-MAHOGANY ( curl
leaf cercocarpus) of eastern Ore

gon and the southern Cascades has a 
silky streamer 2 or 3 inches long at
tached to its fruit, so recognition is 
easy when streamers are present. Tiny 
evergreen leaves with margins curled 
under are proof positive the year 
around and make identification easy, 
besides giving curlleaf its name. Moun
tain-mahogany occurs in scattered 
groups and sometimes in extensive tangled thickets where deer find protection . 
Look for these tough scrubby trees on arid and often rocky ridges or slopes, in 
pine woods openings, or with sagebrush. 

► Form: Usually twisted and unshapely because of its struggle with forces 
of nature, including browsing animals. Twigs are stiff, almost thorn-like. Leaves 
have a resinous odor. Trees are typically 10 to 15 feet high. 

► Fruit: A hard little seed with a feathery tail. 

► Wood: Beautiful mahogany color, taking a high 
heavy it will not float; a wonderful fuel. 

Birchleaf Mountain-mahogany 
In the southwest Cascades and Siskiyou Mountains 

grows the birchleaf mountain-mahogany. (In texts you 
will find the approved common name to be birchleaf cerco
carpus.) It is very much like the related curlleaf in size 
and habits, but it differs in having a toothed leaf re
sembling an undersized alder or birch leaf. The tails are 
white. 

polish, very hard; so 

LEAVES 1-1/2" LONG 

FRUIT ANO 
TAIL 

2" LONG 

BIRCHLEAF CERCOCARPUS 
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~acific Dogwood 

BY BIRDS ' 

SOMETIMES BLOOMS 
TWICE A YEAR 
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No ONE WILL MISTAKE a Pacific dogwood during the 
flowering season because it has the most brilliant 

white blooms in our forests. Dogwood flowers are small 
and inconspicuous but they have large petal-like scales or 
bract s. Four to six of these showy white bracts surround 
each button-like cluster of tiny greenish-yellow flowers. 

A dogwood leaf , like the flower, is unmi stakable. Its 
veins curve to follow the outline of the leaf-a pattern 
suggesting circles inside of circles . When the tree is bare, 
the opposite branching (page 10) and symmetrical appear
ance of the twigs help in identification. 

Dogwoods usually grow 20 to 30 feet high, but it is 
not uncommon to find one as tall as 50 feet or even taller. 
They stand a lot of shade and grow quite large as under
story trees in tall Douglas-fir woods west of the Cascades. 
They are smooth looking trees with thin bark of an ashy 
brown or reddish color. Old dogwoods have bark that is 
broken into small, thin scales resembling an alligator hide . 

Skewers, or "<lags," were once made from the wood, 
6iving it the name "dagwood" that later became "dog
wood." 

Look for dogwood and you find color: white blos.~ 
soms, clusters of bright red fruit, and fall foliage that runs 
from green to orange, red, and pur ple. 



"Full many a flower is born to 
blush unseen and waste its sweet
ness on the desert air." So it is 
with most of Oregon's champion 
trees-largest of their species. 
They stand virtually unseen and 
unappreciated by human eyes. Not 
so the champion Pacific dogwood 
at 3235 Harrison Street in Mil
waukie, Oregon. This gracious 
queen of flowering trees receives 
the homage of numerous discern
ing visitors, especially near May 
1 when it is covered with showy 
blossoms. 

It rises to 65 feet, spreads 45 
feet, and measures 7 feet around 
at breast height. 

This tree is worth seeing, and 
its admirers increase as tree 
lovers learn about it and come to 
register its beauty in memory and 
on color film. 

Other Native Trees 
T HE SHRUBS that grow to tree size mentioned on page 37 do so only rarely. 

We have other large shrubs or small trees that are frequently 20 to 30 feet 
high or higher. Some you can find easily in Oregon; others are hard to find. 

The following species often grow large enough to be called trees : 
PACIFIC RHODODENDRON ( Rh ododendron macro phyllum), a familiar ever

green shrub and tree, grows in moist areas of the Coast Range and Cascades. 
BLUEBLOSSOM ( Ceanothus thyrsifiorus) in southern Coast Range; leaves 

look varnished; colorful blue flowers can be rubbed to make a soap-like lather. 
PACIFIC BAYBERRY ( M yrica californica), also known as Pacific waxmyrtle, 

always grows close to sea coast. Dark, evergreen leaves-when bruised, emit 
resinous odor; waxy berries. 

SMOOTH SUMAC ( Rhus glabra), in arid canyons of northeast Oregon, is sel
dom over 15 feet high. Compound leaves ( 13-21 leaflets) ; vivid red in fall. 

SILVER BuFFALOBERRY ( Shepherdia argentea), east of Cascades, scarce; a 
spiny shrub or small tree; leathery leaves that are silvery above and downy be
neath; edible but acid red berry. 

TREE SILKTASSEL ( Garrya elliptica) grows on slopes and foothills in coast 
counties south from Lincoin. Resembles manzanitas but has opposite leaves. 

MoDoc CYPRESS ( Cupr essus bakeri) may reach 40 feet in height; it is found 
in J osephine County. Foliage resembles juniper ; cones like Port-Orford-cedar. 

NETLEAF HACKBERRY (Celtis reticulata), a small tree , is found in can
yons and bluffs east from The Dalles. Upper leaf surface feels like sandpaper. 
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Introduced Shade and 
Ornamental Trees 
WHILE MOST of our trees are "native Oregonians," a great many of the shade 

and ornamental trees are not. Dozens of species have been introduced from 
the eastern United States and foreign lands for our yards, streets, and public 
grounds. Some of these immigrants are therefore interwoven more closely with 
our daily lives than are native trees. 

The next pages will acquaint you with some, but by no means all, of our im
ported trees. A complete list would be large indeed since the favorable climate of 
western Oregon permits such wide variations. We have merely tried to select ones 
you are most likely to see, but do not mean to imply that these are recommended 
over others. Since we see introduced trees every day, it might be a source of per
sonal satisfaction to recognize them by name, as well as sight. A listing of orna
mental trees and shrubs for landscaping in Oregon may be found in Extension 
Bulletin 758, available from county Extension agents. 

Pin Oak 
This large oak of the eastern United States 

may be recognized by its outline. The upper 
branches point upward, the middle branches 
spread horizontally , while the lower branches 
droop until they may sweep the ground. Short, pin
like shoots cluster along the branches, giving the 
tree the name of pin oak and also enabling one to 
recognize it. You see this tree rather often in 
Oregon. The glowing red-bronze autumn foliage 
and handsome winter form are especially attrac
tive . It tends to hold dead leaves into winter. 

Pin oak has deeply cleft leaves, 3 to 5 inches 
in length. The acorns, one-half inch long, are in 
flat cups. 

Scarlet Oak 
Scarlet oak, native to the eastern United 

States, is a large, open-growing tree that sports an 
almost sensational fall color. Its leaves are bright 
red when they open in the spring and turn blazing 
scarlet before dropping in the fall. The leaves are 
perhaps the best means of identification. They are 
3 to 6 inches long, almost always have 7 bristle
tipped lobes, and are deeply cut nearly to the 
middle. 
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American Elm 

European Birch 
This birch from Europe and Asia Minor is 

one of the more common ornamentals on Ore
gon lawns. It is a favorite with many because of 
its clean white bark , drooping branches , and its 
medium size-20 to 60 feet. Numero us cultivated 
varieties have been developed. A very common 
form is the cutleaf weeping birch which has a 
deeply lobed leaf and stringy weeping branchlets. 
Its leaf suggests the outline of a Douglas-fir 
Christmas tree. The fruiting cone is shaped like 
a miniature wiener and is filled with winged seeds . 

Lombardy Poplar 
Everyone can know the Lombardy pop lar by 

its slim, columnar shape- like an exclamation 
point rising from the landscape. Close up, you 
can note its up-p ointing branches and rather tri
angular leaves with slender, flattened leaf stalks 
making them "fluttery ." Lombardy is a variety of 
the black poplar of Eur ope and western Asia. It 
is an examp le of a clone, a plant derived from a 
sing le seedling and propagated only by cuttings . 
Tr ees are male only. 

A large tree of unforgettable form, the Amer
ican elm resembles the spray of a fountain, or a 
bur sting skyrocket. It grows naturally througho ut 
eastern United States and is especially prominent 
in the lovely old towns of New England. Th e 
American elm is planted in most Oregon cities. 
Because of our dry summ ers the imposing spread 
of easte rn broadleafs occurs only where moist ure 
is available . Know the elm by its form; its lop
sided, double-toothed leaf; and flat, gauzy-winged 
fruit-the original "flying saucer." 

Chinese Elm 
This small, fast-growing elm ( Ulm us parvif olia) is often planted for shade 

and windbreaks in eastern Oregon. The name parvif olia means small leaf; many 
are under 2 inches long. The leaves resemble the American elm leaf pictured, but 
they are slimmer and are just bar ely lopsided ( two sides slightly unequal ) . 
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Hawthorn 

Hawthorns (haws or thornapples) are the only 
trees having conspicuous thorns and sharply 
toothed single leaves. The flowers are small roses, 
followed by clusters of small apple -like fruits, or 
haws that are edible but overly seedy. The group 
occurs throughout the world and includes a vast 
number of species and varieties; identification of 
a particular species is a botanist's headache. Ore
gon has one abundant native species, the black, or 
Douglas haw. See page 51. 

Best known of the cultivated haws in Oregon 
and elsewhere, is the English haw. The leaf is 
usually five lobed; flowers may be pink, red, or 
white. 

Black Locust 

Settlers took the black locust all over the 
United States because they loved the lavish , fra
grant, sweet-pea flowers of this legume. A native 
of the southern Appalachian and Ozark highlands, 
this tree has now been planted in all our counties. 

It is distinguished by compound leaves, 8 to 
14 inches long ; short, wicked thorns; and flat, 
brown seed pods. The young leaves, when they are 
seen in the sunlight, are said to show the most 
beautiful green of any broadleaf. Thorns occur 
only at leaf nodes and may not be present on larg e 
trees. The black locust grows rapidly, reaching a 
large size, and is used in windbreaks. Its wood 
can provide very durable posts. 

Flowering Plums 

Distinguished by their fine display of pink or 
white flowers and colorful reddish to purplish 
foliage, the flowering plums may attain heights of 
20 to 25 feet. They have a dense head of steeply 
ascending branches; finely toothed leaves; small, 
purplish red plums; and some varieties have barbs. 
Among the varieties that have been propagated is 
the fairly common Pissardi plum with pink flow
ers and garnet-brown foliage. 



Flowering Cherries 
The small, decorative J apanese flowering 

cherries are widely planted in Oregon. Their 
breath-taki ng flower displays are as eagerly an
ticipated along our streets as they are in Washing
ton, D. C., where a gift of 2,000 cherry trees of 12 
varieties was received in 1912 from Tokyo, Japan. 
The artistic Japanese have cultivated flowering 
cherries for many centuries. Numerous varieties 
are avai lable. It is very hard to distinguish one 
from another, but they are mostly forms of 
Prunus serrulata from Japan. 

The more common forms are 15 to 25 feet 
high, have gray bark with a satiny sheen, and 
sharp-toothed leaves 3½ to 5 inches long. Blossoms 
are a clear bright white, light pink, or deep pink. 
Some varieties have fragrant flowers . Many varie-
ties are double flowering, signifying two rings of 
petals instead of the usual one ring. Fruit is very 
seldom produced. 

Flowering Crabs or Crab Apples 
Many of the flowering crabs or crab apples 

resemble the common apple tree although smaller 
in size. They are usually stiff and low branching 
and often multiple trunked. From the great num 
ber of var ieties have come some of the most valu
able ornamenta l trees in use today. Their branches 
are wreathed in blooms so thick the foliage cannot 
be seen. Within the varieties, leaves with differ
ent colors can be found from bright or dark green 
to red or purple. The apple fruits are small and 
inedible, but in some cases they provide red, or
ange, or yellow colors. 

Incidentally , crab apple, plum, and cherry all belong to the rose family, which 
also includes apple, pear, strawberry, hawthorn, blackberry, rose, and many 
other valuable cultivated fruits and ornamentals. The family Rosaceae has mem
bers of all shapes and sizes, yet in their flower and fruit similarities can be seen, 
as for example in the flowers of roses, plums, and cherries. 

Pink Flowering Dogwood 
Commonly planted in Oregon, this eastern species has the big showy blooms 

of dogwood, but they are pink instead of the famed white. The pink dogwood 
( C ornus fiorida variety Redflowering) is wide-crowned, 10 to 20 feet high, and 
has the leaf and fruit characteristics described on page 72. 
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NORWAY MAPLE 

Deodar Cedar 

Maples 
Nor way maple (Acer platanoides), a native 

of Europe, shades many Oregon streets and lawns. 
It resembles the native Oregon bigleaf maple but 
does not get as large. This description also applies 
to the leaves. Norway and bigleaf are the only 
maples whose leaf stems contain milky juice. 

Sch w edler 's maple, a smaller variety of the 
Norway maple, has foliage of a rich, dark red 
color. 

Silver maple ( Acer saccharinum), from the 
eastern United States, is also widely planted as a 
shade tree. The leaves identify it as they are fan
cily cut with deep indentations and show a sil
very-white color underneath. Silver maple takes a 
wide-spreading form with the trunk dividing near 
the ground into big, mostly upright limbs. 

True cedars are native only to the Old World 
and this is one from the Himalaya Mountains. It 
has bristling short needles bunched at the end of 
short spur branches. Deodar has big cones up
right on the branchlets like our true firs. Long 
horizontal branches, somewhat pendulous, extend 
almost to the ground. 

Few people are able to distinguish deodar 
from the At las cedar ( C edrus atlantica), another 
true cedar introduced as an ornamental. Atlas has 
needles ¾ to 1 inch long; deodar' s are 1 to 2 inches 
long. The Cedar of Lebanon (Cedrus libani), a 
less common introduction, of Biblical fame, resem
bles Atlas cedar quite closely. Both exhibit a stiff
branching habit. 
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Swee tg um 
The sweetgum or "star-leaf" tree is an or

namental from the southeast easily identified by 
its 5- to 7-pointed leaves that suggest stars. Two 
other features also help identify it. The twigs de
velop corky ridges, and the fruit is a peculiar 
spiny ball about the size of a quarter that hangs 
on the tree into winter. When fall weather is fa
vorable, sweetgum's parade of color is unsur
passed. We say "parade" because one br ight color 
follows another-scarlet, orange, wine, yellow, 
brown, purple, and other tones. 



Holly 
Evergreen holly trees are beautiful and long 

lived. Represented on all continents except Aus
tralia, the number of species, hybrids, and varie
ties runs into many hundreds. In Oregon the spe
cies most planted is the English holly, flex aqui
f olium, which is grown in commercial orchards 
for the production of Christmas sprays and 
wreaths. Hollies are widely planted ornamentally 
as specimens and in hedge plantings. 

Everyone knows the shiny, prickly foliage 
and the bright red berries that appear in winter 
on female trees. Holly bears male and female 
flowers on separate trees (a dioecious plant). Eng-
lish holly ranges from 20 to 40 feet in height with 
branches extending to the ground . Variegated 
forms are available with white or silver penciled 
margins , or even with smooth-edged leaves. 

Roman Christians apparently started the cus
tom of decorating with holly for Christmas, but 
holly was used long before in pagan rites . 

Weeping Willow 
The weeping or Babylon willow from China 

has branchlets that droop heavily to the ground. 
Densely branched, 30 to 40 feet high, it presents 
an attractive winter design. Voracious roots reach 
far to foul up drains . Ropes and baskets from 
willow slips must have been among the earliest 
known manufactured articles of primitive man. 

The GOLDEN WILLOW (Salix alba var. 
vit ellina) is less drooping, less dense, and less in
vasive than the foregoing species. Bright orange
colored branches make it attractive in winter. 
Widely adaptab le to soil and moisture conditions, 
it is frequently seen in eastern Oregon where it 
can be used in windbreaks. 

Tuliptree 
Tuliptree (Liriodendron tulipifera) grows a 

straight, tall trunk like a coniferous tree. You will 
know it by the unusual squarish leaves that are 3 
to 8 inches long, by the "duckbill" buds, and by 
the distinctive cone-like fruits. Fascinating tulip
shaped flowers give this large and likable tree its 
name, but they are not very showy. Greenish
yellow in color, they blend with the leaves. 
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Sycamore or Planetree 
This is an easily recognized large tree because 

( 1) it sheds bark to reveal chalky light patches of 
inner bark (sometimes called "ghost of the for 
est" from white patches that stand out in the 
gloom); and (2) the fruit-a 1-inch ball that 
hangs on a long thread-is conspicuous in winter. 
Our drawing shows the London planetree (Plat
anus x acerif olia), a fairly common type in Ore
gon. It has one to three fruit balls in a cluster . 

Horsechestnut or Buckeye 
Ohio's nickname, the Buckeye state, comes 

from a large eastern buckeye . The illustration 
shows the smaller red horsechestnut (Aesculus x 
carnea), whose rose-red flowers are notable. 

Identify buckeye by the big compound leaf, 
or by the glossy seed. It resembles a chestnu t 
(hence "horsechestnut"), or suggests the glisten
ing orb of a big buck deer ("buckeye"). 

Linden or Basswood 
The large American linden (Tilia americana) 

pictured here has characteristics similar to other 
species. Lindens are easily recognized by the 
unique "ribbon leaf" from which hangs a cluster 
of hard, pea-size fruits. White flowers produce a 
fragrant nectar that attracts bees. This linden has 
unequal, heart-shaped leaves 4 to 6 inches long. 

Russian-olive 
The Russian-olive (Elaeagnus angustifolia) 

is a small bushy tree, sometimes spiny, and is com
monly planted in rural districts of eastern Oregon. 
It is liked because of handsome silvery foliage, 
fragrant pale yellow flowers, fast growth, and 
adaptability to a wide range of conditions. 

It has leaves 1 ½ to 3 inches long with silvery, 
scaly undersides; the ¾-inch long, mealy fruit is 
one-seeded. Leaves, twigs, flowers, and fruits are 
all touched with silver. 



Fruit and Nut Trees 
Apple 

Oregon 's, and the nation's, leading fruit tree 
is the apple. Earliest recorded history mentions it 
as the "gift of the gods. " The apple is most easily 
identified by the characteristic round fruit known 
as a pome, a fleshy fruit having seed borne within 
cells, or carpels, at the core. There are many spe
cies of apples and several thousand varieties. 
Apple leaves are oval, mostly pointed at tip and rounded at base, soft and dull. 
The large, showy flowers are borne in clusters of five or six in each group. Some 
apples are called "crabs"; these are usually small in size but have attractive flowers 
and spicy fruits. 

Apple seeds are spread by animals and birds so that trees frequently escape 
to fence rows, abandoned fields, and even cutover forest land. Fruits of these 
so-called "seedling apples" show much variation in size, flavor, and color. They 
are devoured by deer and other wildlife. 

Pear 
The pear is another traveler like the apple, 

having come to us from western Asia and China. 
Pear trees are strong and upright, sometimes 
being SO or more feet high. The leaves are oblong, 
borne on short spurs, hard in texure with prom
inent veins, and have a bright green color. Pear 
fruit varies in shape from round to oblong, but, 
like the apple and quince, it is a pome type having 
an inner core containing brown seeds . The white 
flowers appear in dense clusters with 4 to 12 flow
ers in each. Over a thousand varieties have been 
named but only a half dozen are grown commer
cially. Oregon is a leading producer of pears . 

Quince 
The "true" quince which originated in Asia 

is prized for its fruit and flowers. This species 
grows as a poorly formed tree or shrub 15 to 30 
feet high. The large flowers are white or tinged 
with pink. The globular or pear-shaped fruit is 
borne at the end of a twig and may reach a ·diam
eter of 4 inches . The fruit is straw-yellow when 
ripe, very firm, fuzzy, and highly fragrant. The 
fruit is sour to taste , but its flavor is excellent in 
je11ies and preserves , either alone or when blended. 
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Cherry 
Cultivated varieties of sweet and sour cher

ries are kin to the wild chokecherry and to the 
laurels. The trees are tall and erect with reddish 
brown bark which peels off in rings. Cherry flow
ers are showy. They are creamy white and borne 
on long stems in dense clusters of 4 to 8 blossoms. 
Fruits may be red, yellow, or black, heart shaped 
or pointed. Cherries, like peaches, apricots, and 
plums, are known as stone fruits with the seed 
enclosed in a hard stony shell. 

Peach 
The peach is one of our introduced fruit 

"cousins" from China. It made its way to America 
in the 16th century. The tree is twiggy, with 
slender limbs, and usually bears one to three buds 
at a node or joint. The pink flowers are solitary, 
and appear before the leaves. Peach trees are 
shorter (generally under 20 feet in height) and 
more round than apples and pears. Dozens of va
rieties are known , including red, yellow, and 
white-fleshed types, with some having purple 
leaves and double flowers that are planted as or
namentals. An interesting close relative is the 
smooth type of peach, called a nectarine. 

Plum 
The many types of plums come from three 

continents, Europe, Asia, and America, and differ 
in characteristics of the buds, flowers, and fruits. 
Our best known plum is the Italian prune. Plums 
have attractive white flowers borne in dense clus
ters on flower stems about one inch long. Fruits 
come in a variety of colors from almost black 
through shades of red, purple, blue, green, yellow, 
and white . Our native American plums (some in 
Lake and Klamath counties) are small and tart. 

Apricot 
The trees are somewhat similar to almonds, 

easily dis tinguished by large, broad leaves which 
are sharp pointed; and round, bright yellow fruits 
which ripen in July. The flowers are ¾ to 1 inch 
across, pinkish to nearly white, and appear very 
early. The flesh of the fruit breaks free from the 
inner stone which is flattened and smooth. 



Black Wal nut 

Given room, the black walnut tree develops an 
immense, rounded head and may attain a height of 
150 feet'. It is easy to recognize the large com
pound leaf, 10 to 24 inches long with 15 to 20 
leaflets and the deeply grooved nut. Limbs are 
larger, darker, and rougher than those of the Eng
lish walnut. Leaves and nuts are both aromatic, 
like the walnut of our commercial orchards, with 
the black bark and the dark outer hull of the nut 
probably being responsible for the tree's name . 
From the hard, thick-shelled black walnut, nut 
meats can be extracted ( with difficulty) to furnish 
a delicious flavoring for ice cream, candies, and 
bakery products. 

Oregon 's black walnuts are actually of two 
kinds. The smaller tree, Hinds or California black 
walnut (Juglans hindsii), has been planted here; 
however, the renowned eastern black walnut (Jug
lans nigra), America's Number 1 cabinet wood, is 
seen more often as a shade tree. The Hinds walnut 
is used as grafting stock in establishing English 
walnut orchards. The nut of the Hinds walnut is 
faintly grooved; that of the eastern black walnut 
is strongly ridged. 

English Walnut 

These trees grow to heights of over 100 feet. 
Also known as white walnuts they bear small, 
female flowers which develop into the nuts, and 
separate male flowers called "catkins" which pro
duce the needed pollen. Walnuts are one of our 
most popular trees for street plantings for both 
shade and the nut crop. There are dozens of 
varieties or kinds. The species actually originated 
in Asia rather than England, but was distributed 
and popularized by the English several centuries 
ago. 

Everyone knows the choice fruit or nut of 
this tree, and the large compound leaves with 
S to 7 leaflets on one leaf stem also make identi
fication easy. Leaves, twigs, and fruit hulls have a 
strong odor and easily stain the hands. 
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Almond 
This is a branchy tree somewhat like a peach 

with showy flowers early in the spring. Nuts are 
found inside green hard husks which split open in 
the late fall. The stone in this fruit becomes the 
commercial "nut" and the edible part is the seed 
kernel inside. 

Butternut is sometimes called the "white wal
nut" because of the light-colored heartwood. The 
fruit is elongate, in clusters of three to five, and 
coated with rust-colored sticky hairs. The com
pound leaves consist of 11 to 16 leaflets. The nut 
meats are difficult to get out of the shell, but they 
are delicious and mild in flavor. This species 1s 
one of the hardiest nut trees in America. 
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Filbert 
The filbert is closely related to our common 

wild hazelnut ( see page 67) found along coun
try roadsides. It is a deciduous woody shrub easily 
recognized both in winter and summer. In winter 
the tree bears long male catkins that shed pollen 
between December and March. Female flowers re
semble a large bud having three or four red whisk
ers sticking out from the end. The word filbert is 
supposed to mean "full beard ," referring to the 
husk covering the nut. Dozens of varieties are 
known . The nuts vary in shape from round to ob
long and from small ( t inch) to large ( 1 inch) in 
diameter. Each nut is enclosed in a leafy "basket" 
called an involucre. 



Hickory 
The hickory is a tall, vigorous tree that super

ficially resembles the walnuts. The leaves are larger 
with three to five leaflets. The nuts are round 
and borne in clusters of two to five, enclosed in a 
white, extremely hard shell with a green, soft 
outer husk that cracks open when ripe. 

Chestnut 
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This native American tree grows to a height 
of over 100 feet and has leaves 10 inches long. 
The leaves have slender points on the teeth, often 
incurving, are more than three times as long as 
wide, and green on both sides. Two to four nuts 
are found in a very prickly burr, which breaks 
open in the late fall about Halloween time and 
pours out the smooth brown nuts. The sweet nuts 
must first be roasted for best enjoyment. 

Fig 
This bushy type tree is very decorative and 

bears plump, sweet fruits in summer and fall. It is 
easily recognized by the bushy habit of growth and 
extremely large, thick leaves. Broken tips of stems 
and leaves exude a white, rubbery gum. The true 
flowers are found inside a pear-shaped structure 
which ripens to become the fruit. 
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Forestry Activities 
for Young . People 

Public Schools. High schools and elementary schools 
throughout Oregon, especially science classes, have devel
oped various ways of helping boys and girls experience 
forestry activities. Included are field tours, outdoor schools, 
tree planting days, forest-fire prevention projects , anti
litter ~_nd anti-vandal campaigns, and other experiences 
that encourage understanding and appreciation of Ore
gon's forest lands. 

Boy Scouts. Boy Scout councils in Oregon play an 
active part in the conservation of resources. All ranks from 
Second Class through Eagle require actual participation in 
conservation projects, increasing in difficulty with higher 
rank. Boy Scouts carry out such activities as erosion con
trol, forest-fire detection and prevention, wildlif e habitat 
improvement, and other projects. The camp program offers 
particularly good opportunities to develop appreciation of 
natural resources. The six councils serving Oregon youth 
report that projects related to forestry are popular among 
their Scouts, and that many merit badges in forestry and 
conservation are earned each year. 

4-H Forestry Clubs. Boys and girls are eligible 
whether they live in rural or urban areas. Information is 
avai lable from the OSU Extension office in your county. 

Forestry club members hike in the woods, collect and 
exhibit forest plants, visit places of interest to foresters, 
identify trees and shrubs, learn about animals and birds , 
attend camps, and choose other forest activities from a wide 
range of options. 

A 4-H Forestry Advancement Program helps the 
member learn more about his special interests in the for
estry field. He can develop skills in woodsmanship and 
camping , forest management, or forest science. The 4-H 
Tree Farmer is offered for boys and girls who want to 
manage a small area of forest land where such operations 
as planting, pruning, thinning, Christmas tree culture, and 

CONSERVATION T OU RS 

windbreak establishment are conducted. T••• PLANTING " •o• •vo•v90ov 
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Other Groups. Boys enrolled in the Future Farmers of America 
study farm forestry and frequently take reforestation, pruning, thin
ning, growing seedings, or some other related subject as a specific 
project. The Girl Scouts and Camp Fire Girls enroll thousands of 
members who devote time to general forest appreciatio n and to learn
ing outdoor skills. 

Oregon Green Guard. Boys and girls, 8 to 16, are eligible to join 
this youth activity of the Keep Oregon Green Association. Upon his 
written application, the member receives a fire prevention kit, a man
ual for recording achievements, a badge, stickers, and other material. 
There are no fees, dues, or other costs. Write the Keep Oregon Green 
Association, P. 0. Box 471, Salem, Oregon, for membership applica
tion blanks . The objectives of the Green Guard are to protect and con
serve the resources of the state. The program does not duplicate the 
activities of any established group or organization . In fact, it is often 
incorpo rated as a part of the activities of youth organizations. Many 
thousands of boys and girls have participated on an individual basis. 

No Green Guard is ever called on to fight a forest fire, although 
occasionally a Green Guard does participate voluntarily in the report
ing or the suppression of a fire. Some have received Service- Under
Fire award s for such acts. 
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Big Trees in Oregon 

A SITKA SPRUCE 15.9 feet in diameter is believed to be the largest 
tree in Oregon. This 700-year-old giant is preserved in the 

Crown Zellerbach Corporation's Klootchy Creek Park near Seaside. 
At 195, feet, it is the world's tallest Sitka spruce. One of the redwoods 
in Curry County may eventually become the largest Oregon tree. The 
largest found there up to 1965 was 14.8 feet in diameter and about 230 
feet tall. 

Big Spruce Tree in Klootchy Creek Park 



For many years, it was not certain whether Oregon or Washing
ton had the largest Douglas -fir in the world. Oregon's contender was 
the great Clatsop fir which grew only two miles from the big spruce 
on Klootchy . The Washington tree stands on the Queets River in the 
Olympic National Park. So similar in diameters were the Clatsop and 
Queets firs that, in 1962, Governors of the two states authorized a 
committee to determine which was the larger. The Clatsop giant was 
named king of all the firs, with a diameter of 15.48 feet compared to 
a 14.46 diameter for the Queets tree. Two months later ·the Clatsop fir 
crashed to the ground; it had been weakened by the historic Columbus 
Day storm. Its diameter was equal to that of the largest Douglas-fir 
ever authenticated, a 325-foot Washington specimen that fell about 
1930. (Diameters, measured at 4½ feet above the ground, count most 
in determining size.) 

Douglas-firs over 600 years old and 7 feet in diameter have al
ways been uncommon because the primeval forest was periodically 
swept clean by fire. Even when the white man came, much of the 
Douglas-fir forest was under 300 years old. A Douglas-fir that ap
pears to be the largest known in Oregon today is located about 1¼ 
miles by trail from the Oregon Caves Lodge. Its diameter of 12.3 feet 
is considered unusual for this far south and for an altitude of over 
4,000 feet. 

The tallest Douglas-fir of which record was made (in 1900) was 
330 feet tall. It had a diameter of only 6 feet. However, word was 
sent us by a Weyerhaeuser Company forester that he measured a 330-
foot Douglas-fir in Coos County in 1946. Official correspondence of 
the United States Bureau of Land Management mentions Douglas-firs 
cruised on Brummet Creek in Coos County in 1956 that measured 
9 logs, each 32 feet long. The total height of these skyscrapers prob
ably exceeded 330 feet. One blowdown fir on Brummet had a measured 
total height of 329 feet, although it was only 53 inches in diameter. 
Many years ago a downed Douglas-fir was reported to be 380 feet, but 
the report was never verified. Who knows, perhaps a Douglas-fir has 
been, or is, the tallest tree in the world ! That distinction belongs to a 
368-foot California redwood. 

While pines do not grow as large as the rain-nourished fir and 
spruce, nevertheless very large ones are known. The world's largest 
ponderosa pine stands on the east bank of the Deschutes River about 
32 miles south of Bend. It measures almost 9 feet in diameter and 164 
feet in height. One of the tallest ponderosa pines ever known has been 
reported in Meyers Valley 18 miles west of Grants Pass, with a height 
of 246 feet. A mammoth sugar pine 7.9 feet in diameter and 227 feet 
high stands 7 miles north of Prospect in Jackson County. 
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By all odds, the black cottonwood is the greatest broadleaf of 
western North America. Cottonwoods up to 8 feet in diameter and 
200 feet high were reported along the lower Columbia River. Pres
ently the largest Oregon broadleaf tree of record is a bigleaf maple on 
Sauvie Island. It is 7½ feet in diameter with a crown spread that is 
something to behold. The long-lived Oregon white oak has attained 
diameters of 6 feet or more. 

Ancient White Oak in Benton County 

The oldest Douglas-fir known reached about 1,400 years. Our 
Clatsop fir counted 702 years above its swollen base. Some believe 
that the gnarled, stubby, and half-dead junipers of central Oregon 
have had members in the Thousand Year Club, but an accurate count 
of growth rings is frustrat ed by the decayed heartwood of the big, 
old ones. The yews are famed for longevity-a European species has 
exceeded 2,000 years-and possibly if the fact s were known a tough 
old Oregon yew would hold the age record. 

A travel brochure available from the Oregon Department of 
Forestry, Salem, will help you to visit certain notable trees and forest 
sites of the state. It maps convenient roads to forest sites of outstand
ing interest such as a grove of the ancient ghost-like junipers, a dense 
rain forest of gloom and mystery, a mountain where close-ranked 
alpine firs march with their lances against the sky, or a place where 
the slanting rays of the sun will bring a marvelous golden glow to the 
_bark of old ponderosa pines. 
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A RECORD of the largest living specimens of American tree species is 
kept by the American Forestry Association, 919 17th Street, 

N.W., Washington, D. C. 20006. From the Association's Big Tree 
Register we list below 17 of the Oregon tree champions (with some 
changes based on later information). Oregon's leading tree explorer, 
Oliver V. Matthews, reported 10 of these Oregon champs and has 
also named 14 former champs that either fell or were replaced by new 
discoveries. F. Leroy Spangler, T. J. Starker, Donald F. McKay, Dale 
Christensen, George M. Hansen, and Marston Kuehne reported the 
other Oregon champs. 

Species, Circumference at Four and One Half Feet, County, 
Approximate Date Reported, and Notes 

Oregon Ash, 18', Multnomah, 1941, near Burlington. A 1965 check found this 
tree storm-damaged but still impressive in diameter . It is about 200 yards 
east of a S.P .&S. RR underpass near the junction of U. S. 30 and Cornelius 
Pass road . 

Port-Orford-cedar , 27' 2", Coos, 1941, Coquille Fa lls Natural Area, Siskiyou 
National Forest, ½ mile east of Squaw Creek bridge . 

Narrowleaf Cottonwood, 6', Harney, 1950, on Little Cottonwood Creek in 
Pueblo Mountains , 3 or 4 miles west of Fields- Denio road . 

Oregon Crab Apple, 5' 4", Clatsop, 1941, on the Nehalem River. 

Modoc (Baker) Cypress, 10' 2", Josephine, 1939, at Miller Lake about 6 miles 
east of Oregon Caves. 

Pacific Dogwood, 6' 11", Clackamas, 1945, at 3235 Harrison Street, Milwaukie 
(photograph on page 73) . 

Bigleaf Maple, 23' 6", Multnomah, 1960, on Sauvie Island's highest point of 
land, about 1 mile east off the dike road just north of the bridge, on the 
Les Douglas property. 

Vine Maple, circ. (at 5' 5") 3' 9", Clackamas, 1945, at Wilhoit Mineral 
Springs. Enter park grounds, cross br idge, go left (east) along creek for 
240 feet. (Photograph on page 92.) 

Birchleaf Mountain-mahogany, circ. (at 3') 3' I", Jackson, 1962, in Prescott 
Park near Medford. 

Knob cone Pine, 9' l ", Josephine, 1939, on Steve Peak Trail in Rogue River 
National Forest. 

Ponderosa Pine, 27' 4", Deschutes, 1938, on east bank of Deschutes River 
7 miles NW of Lapine, reached by a side road off U. S. 97. 

Shore Pine , 9' 1", Curry, 1953, at Floras Lake. 

Pacific (Coast) Rhododendron, 2' 5", Lane, 1961, Honeyman State Park. 

Pacific Serviceberry, 2' 9", Linn , 1942, near Lyons, vicinity of Jordan Creek. 

Brewer Spruce, 14' 5", Josephine, 1962, high on the south slope of Grayback 
Mountain to the west of the low saddle on Boundary Trail, about 1 mile 
south of Cold Springs . 
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Engelmann Spruce, 20' 7", Linn, 1963, at Bruno Meadows, reached by Cooper's 
Ridge road, Detroit Ranger District. 

Hooker Willow, 3' 11½", Clatsop, 1964, on First Avenue at north end of 
Cove Beach. 

Our 30 million-acre forest surely has other champions awaiting 
discovery-a real challenge to tree lovers and woodsmen. The measure
ments to be submitted are circumference at 4-½ feet above ground, total 
height, and crown spread or width. A photo and information on loca
tion, state of preservation, and ownership are helpful. 

What is our competition? Crowns are presently worn by the fol
lowing champs ( to name a few) in neighboring states: Douglas-fir 
53' 4"; Oregon white oak 25' 6"; Grand fir 22' 4"; Incense-cedar 
36'; Sierra juniper 43'; Western larch 24'; Red alder 11' 6½"; West
ern redcedar 66' 1"; Cascara 9' 5"; Oregon myrtle 36' 9"; Western 
hemlock 27' 2"; Madrone 30' 9"; California black oak 36'; Tanoak 
24' 1"; Sitka spruce 51' 6"; Pacific yew 14' 8". 

World's largest Vine Maple, Wilhoit Springs, Clackamas County, 1964. Oliver V. Matthews, 
(at right) noted Oregon tree explorer, discovered this tree in 1945. 



rxPLORATIONS of the Northwest wilderness by pioneering naturalists 
C were crammed with adventure. The Lewis and Clark expedition 
penetrated this wilderness in 1805. President Thomas Jefferson was 
confident that reports from the expedition would be accurate. He 
wrote that Meriwether Lewis had "a fidelity to truth so scrupulous 
that whatever he should report would be as certain as if seen by our
selves." 

Lewis, soldier and scout, also evidences the 
eye and language of a botanist. Here is a sam
ple from his journal: "The leaf of this thorn 
is small . . . the leaflets petiolate, acutely 
pointed, having their margins cut with unequal 
angular incissures." The journal often notes 
large trees. A fir in Clatsop County was "42 
feet in girth at the height of a man's breast." uwos w•s A l<EEN oasERVER. 

The English Roy;3.l Horticultural Society sent 26-year-old David 
Douglas to the Pacific Northwest to study and obtain samples of 
its plants. He headquartered at Fort Vancouver from 1825 to 1827 
and returned for the summer and fall of 1830. 
This Scot's botanical work made history and is 
recalled by names such as Douglas-fir and 
Douglas hawthorn. His travels were often ar
duous. In fact, he once wrote, "In England peo
ple shudder at the idea of sleeping with the 
window open; here, each individual takes his 
blanket and with all the complacency of mind 
that can be imagined throws himself on the 
sand or under a bush.,, couGLAs EXPLORES oReco" wooos 

Another venturesome Scot, Archibald Menzies, 1754-1842, was 
first to report the Douglas-fir scientifically. Botanically trained, Men
zies was with Captain George Vancouver's ship during its explora
tion of the British Columbia coast during the summer of 1792. 
Thomas Nuttall, 1786-1859, was an early botanist-explorer who came 
overland to Oregon with Captain Wyeth's party in 1834. Pacific dog
wood ( C ornus nuttalli) and other plants recall his reports. 

John Muir, 1838-1914, was fascinated by California's Sierra 
wilderness. He devoted SO years to exploring the area and writing 
about it. Altho ugh he spent only a short time in Oregon, his descrip
tions of the true firs, sugar pine, sequoias , and other Pacific trees are 
widely read. In many instances, his books have inspired people to 
travel into woods and mountains. "Who could ever guess that so rough 
a wilderness should yet be so fine, so full of good things," he wrote. 
"One seems to be in a majestic, domed pavilion in which a grand play 
is being acted with scenery and music and incense." 
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In our present century, persons with a great knowledge of west
ern plants began to appear. George Sudworth, of the early United 
States Forest Service, was author of a 1908 text that every western 
forester knows today-FOREST TREES OF THE PACIFIC 
SLOPE ( Government Printing Office). During recent decades, Ore
gon has had a tree explorer extrao rdinar y-Oliver V. Matthews of 
Salem. For 35 years he has searched for un
usually interesting Oregon trees and shrubs. 
Days of rugged exploring preceded his photo
graphing the giant weeping spruce of the high 
Siskiyous, but he finds small cascara as fasci
nating as any of the larger trees. Mr. Matthews 
has said, "I found out years ago I could not 
make money, but I can have fun-and this is it." 

May you, too, have fun knowing the trees 
91G AND LITTLE TREES.BOTH lftTERESTIMC 

of Oregon. 

Oregon Forest Facts 
LAND AND FOREST AREAS 

Total land area ......... .................. . 
Forest land ............... ................ . 

N oncommercial 2 
••••• • •• • • •••••••• 

Commercial .......................... . 
N onforest land ....................... . 

Cropland ...................... ......... . 
Pasture and range .............. . . 
Other (towns, high-

State, 
total 
acres 

61,605,000 
30,739,000 
4,126,000 

26,613,000 
30,866,000 

5,377,000 
24,115,000 

ways, etc.) .......... .......... 1,374,000 

OWNERSHIP OF COMMERCIAL FOREST 

All ownerships, total 
commercial forest ............... . 

Federal (national forests, 
BLM, misc.) 8 

•••••••••••••••••••••••• 

State (mostly state forests) 
County and municipal ........... . 
Forest industry ....................... . 
Farmers ........................ ............. . 
Miscellaneous private ........... . 

State, 
total 
acres 

26,613,000 

15,379,000 
769,000 
154,000 

5,009,000 
3,329,000 
1,973,000 

Western 
Oregon,' 

acres 
19,202,000 
15,858,000 

776,000 
15,082,000 
3,344,000 
1,770,000 

730,000 

844,000 

Western 
Oregon,' 

acres 

15,082,000 

7,320,000 
731,000 
137,000 

3,532,000 
1,677,000 
1,685,000 

Eastern 
Oregon, 

acres 
42,403,000 
14,881,000 
3,350,000 

11,531,000 
27,522,000 

3,607,000 
23,385,000 

530,000 

Eastern 
Oregon, 

acres 

11,531,000 

8,059,000 
38,000 
.17,000 

1,477,000 
1,652,000 

288,000 

Source: Resource Bulletin PNW 9, 1965, Pacific Northwest Forest and Range Experiment Station, 
Forest Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture. 

1 Counties west of the Cascade summit, including Hood River County . 
• Noncommercial land does not yield crops of industrial wood. About 80% of the area is incapable of 

such crops because of adverse site conditions. The rest is productive land that is reserved in parks and wilder• 
nesses. 

• Includes 354,000 acres of Indian lands, federally managed but privately owned. 
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Oregon Forest Firsts 

Timber Production 
The annual harvest of timber in Oregon far exceeds that in any other state. 

For example, Oregon's total cut for 1962 was 1,617 billion cubic feet. California 
and Washington, ranking two and three nationally, cut 945 and 902 billion cubic 
feet, respectively. Oregon's 1964 harvest, in board feet, was 9.4 billion. 

Timber Growing Capacity 
Studies have indicated that Oregon's future sawtimber growth (looking 

beyond this century) will be 9½ billion board feet per year, assuming the con
tinuation of present trends in forest management. Under the most intensive 
forest management, about 15 billion feet would be possible, but this is not now 
economic. Currently Oregon does not lead in timber growth, but should move 
ahead after static old grow th forests are replaced by dynamic young stands. 

One estimate of yearly sawtimber growth for the nation sees something 
over 60 billion board feet by the year 2000. 

Timber Supply and Lumber Manufacture 
Oregon had over one fifth of all United States sawtimber volume (536 

billion board feet of 2,536 billion) according to a national report for the year 
1962. Sawtimber includes trees 11 inches in diameter and larger at 4½ feet above 
the ground. 

In 1962 Oregon had one seventh of all United States standing timber on a 
cubic-foot basis (w hich includes also trees below sawtimber size). The figures 
were: Oregon, 99,513 billion cubic feet of timber; United States, 698,842 billion 
cubic feet. 

Oregon has produced one fifth or more of the nation's lumber total each year 
since 1950. 

Plywood and Wood Composition Boards 
Plywood was developed in Oregon in 1904 and the state accounts for over 

half of the plywood manufactured annually in the United States. 
Oregon is also responsible for a fourth of the United States production 

in the fast-growing field of manufacturing wood composition boards . 

Forest Industry Payroll and Income from Forests 
The payroll of the Oregon forest industry was $520 million in 1964. This 

industry provided 83,000 jobs directly. 
The value of Oregon-made forest products was estima ted at 1.4 billion 

dollars in 1963. 

Deer Taken by Hunters 
Oregon has led in the number of deer taken in certain years and is always 

among the leaders. Deer tags were issued to 271,339 hunters in 1964 when 
143,023 deer were taken. Also, 17,157 elk were harvested in 1964. 
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In 1941 a group of industrial leaders met with Oregon's Governor 
Charles Sprague. With his support, they formed the Keep Oregon 
Green Association, Inc., an organization dedicated to the prevention of 
man-caused forest and range fires. It is supported almost entirely by 
individual contributions. 

Activities of Keep Oregon Green are carried on by 36 county 
committees. Members distribute fire prevention material and post 
signs. They talk to schools, service clubs, and community groups; 
build window displays; man booths at fairs; and spread the message 
of fire prevention every way they can. Newspapers, along with radio 
and television stations, have been the backbone of this state-wide 
public service program. The Association works closely with state, 
federal, and private forest agencies. 

Although the number of loggers, motorists , and recreationists 
in Oregon's forests has increased several times since 1941, man-caused 
fires have not increased. The acreage burned annually has been re
duced. Oregon's good record is maintained by effort , money, and 
vigilance. Ke ep Or egon Green reminds us that alert and fire-conscious 
people help most of all. 
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